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Council Denies Rezoning Proposal
A lengthy discussion of the city's
zoning ordinance regulations and a
report from .Murray Natural Gas
System superintendent Tommy
Marshall- on the system's weather-
related gas supply problems
highlighted the regular, meeting of the
Murray Common Council Thursday
night.
The council failed to approve an
ordinance designed to rezone property
owned by Sid and Loretta Jobs on
Sycamore and Mrs. J. M. Marshall on
S. 12th street from residential to
professional office use.
The council had voted 6-5 in a meeting
two weeks ago to have the ordintrice
rezoning the property drawn. The or-
dinance was defeated on its first
reading last night hy a 6-4 vote. -
Voting against approval of the or-
dinance were council menibers Loyd
Arnold, Ed Chrisman, Howard Koenen,
Art Lee, Tom Rushing and Dave Willis.
Favoring approval of the ordinance
were council members W. R. Furches,
FROZEN SOUD — Blood River is frozen solid, according to Grayson Mc-
Clure, Panorama Shores, and after seeing thk_we believe him., Graysbn said
the Blood River portion of the lake has 'never been frozen this solid, for this
long, in his recollection. The ire is at least 13 inches thick in most areas, and
more in some. McClure said he has been driving on the ice regularly, even
Ruby Hale, C. C. Lowry and Woodrow
Rickman. Councilman Melvin Henley
abstained from voting on the measure
and councilman Buel Stalls Jr. was
absent for the meeting.
Last night's vote was identical to the
vote taken two weeks ago when the
council approved having the ordinance
drawn with the exception of councilman
Lee, who changed his vote on the
matter, and councilman Stalls, who
was absent.
Lee said that he had changed his
feelings on the rezoning proposal
because he had been approached by
several residents of 13th Street who
onpoteif the measure.
The Marshall property is north of and
adjacent to Roberts Realty on 12th
Street_ The Jobs property consists of-
two adjacent Iota on Sycamore with one -
of the lots being just west of Roberts
Realty and the other located at the
corner of 13th and Sycamore.
The council directed that the matter
be sent back to the Planning Com-
mission with the intention that only the
Marshall lot and the Jobs lot adjacent
to the Roberts Realty property be
considered for rezoning, eliminating
the lot that borders on 13th Street from
the proposal.
In the other zoning action, the council
approved, on first reading, the rezoning




Gas system superintendent Marshall
told the council that the long range
forecast for this weekend by the
National Weather Service is predicting
temperatures ranging from zero to
munisTiftee.n degrees (FL
In the event that the temperature
does get down ( that low). . . we will
probably ask the mayor and county
judge to again request voluntary cut-
backs on Monday," Marshall said.
Marshall praiaed local businesses for
their cooperation during the voluntary
cutback of business hours last week. He
said that he had met with represen-
tatives of the downtown merchants
association and they agreed .that if it
became necessary to cut back hours
again that businesses would be asked to
open only between the hours of 11 a. m.
and5 p. m.
"I feel at this time that we can
probably survive with voluntary
cooperation (in the cutback)," Mar-
shall said. "
Marshall also introduced to the
council two new department heads who
were hired last week. They are Jerry
Wallace, superintendent of., theis,
of _fajr,___kats__on.....sauthAth..44,4,010_____s_
Sanitation Department, and Raymond
Clark, superintendent of the Street
Department.
In other action the council approved
the appointment of Mrs. Crawford
(Billie) Ray to the Murray Municipal
Housing Commission, filling out the
unexpired term of W G. Nash Who
resigned from the board.
Other members of the commission,
which oversees municipal housing in
Murray are E. W. Riley, Buford HUM
Mayor John Scott and municipal
housing 'director L. D. Miller. Mrs.
Ray's term will expire June 20, 1979.
Reapportionment
Of City Requested
A petition requesting reapportionment of city wards was presented to the
Murray Common Council at its regular meeting last night.
-"Manikatteters•f-our-tounielpality are deprived of represent:dim-on the
council wider the present system," Paul Mansfield, a former member of the
council told the group.
Along with petition for reapportionment, the group presented a map
showing one possibility for reapportioning the city into four wards. The map
was an "updated version" of a map presented to the city council in Nov. of
1973 by a study committee headed by Marshall Jones.
The' councilapproved the adoption of the four ward plan at that time but
for some reason it was never implemented. The city presently is divided into
two wards with six council members being elected from each ward.
The petitioners contend that the present ward division, which is Main
Street, does not adhere to thellune man, one vote" principal.
A Committee to study the reapportionment issue is to be appointed by
Major John E. Scott.
c d—ool Calendarls Discusse —
Mildred Barnett and Dr. Charles Clark. At City School Board, Meeting
residential to professional office The
lots are located across from the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital and
are ovmed by W. R. Perry, Nate Beale
All council members present favored
that change with the exception of
councilman Chrisnian.
"I don't think we're being consistent
in our votes," Chrisznan said, "when we
vote one in and vote one down."
Wayne Wilson appeared before the
council to again ap-pearfOr the Col:Inca's
consideration in rezoning property he
owns on N. 12th Street from residential
to professional office designation.
Wilson said that zoning on 12th Street
is already a problem and "it's going to
get worse."
The council declined action on
Wilson's request in order to wait on
results of a study being conducted by
city p vp n a-orrzorring-atl—
along 12th Street. lea said he an-
\
with his big boom truck The ice has caused considerable damage to the dock
at the McClure bottle, with about a $3,000 estimate for the dkmages. The ice
has also damaged other docks in the area. McClure has been using a chain
saw to cut some of the ice around the dock, to minimtre further damage. -
Stall Photos by Davtd thil
The Murray City School Board was decision at this time on make-up clays, centralized purchasing.told last night that it now has the option and has indicated that the decision will The board approved a six-month trialto continue the current school calendar be made Vben the threat of closing has agreement with the university towith no make-up days for students, passed. In the meantime, possible determine if the new program isprovided no more school is missed make-up days will be explored to feasible to. all concerned.during the remainder of the year. determine the most convenient time, if 
Assistant- Supt. Eli Alexander- Stir TrecrSchultz,told the beard Last -they are necessiry. 
reported on an incident of vandalismnight, at its regular meeting, that Although the city board has not made reported at Murray. High School.students have been present this year for a decision on the make-up days, 
Alexander told the board that an92 days so far, with five in-service days members have indicated in the past automobile had been driven cm the lawnheld for faculty, and four holidays for that their prime concern is the quality
staff members. of education given to students in the 
of the high school, and considerable
damage caused. The. board voted toThe schools have been closed for system, and that the education process secure an estimate of the damage, andeight days, so far this year. The original will be the priority item in their instruct the board attorney to instituteschool calendar called for 190 days, decisions.
action to collect reimbursement fromWith students at school for 180 days. If In other action last night, an analysis the suspect, who was apprehended bythe remainder of—the—ealendar is- --by- the Kentucky Department of Murray City Police.carried out, this would mean that Education on year-end audits of the
students would have been in school for general fund and activity fund was - The superintendent inforthed the172 out of the normal 180 days. received and no discrepancies or faults board that he has been in contact withBoth the state department of were reported. Tommy Marshall, Murray Natural Gaseducation and the Southern Association Supt. Schultz reported that both the Superintendent, who recommendedof Colleges and Schools, have approved city school district and the Calloway that the schools continue on a shortened170-day school calendars for this year, County School System are working with day and conservation measures uhtilso the local board could elect not to Ray Dunn, director of Murray State Feb. 1. At that time, Marshall said, he
make up any of the lost days, and still University's center for regional ser- will be able to make further recom-retain accreditation and state ap- vices to devise a plan so the local mendations. The board voted to place
EiThrovealiocal schools can take advantage of put- reasooable restrictions in effect after
,boa
rd has not made a chasing from state contracts and Feb. 1 if so requested by Marshall..
Gemini Group To Present 'Rameses'
The Murray premier of "Rameses,
the Story of Moses," will be presented
by the Gemini Group in the sanctuary
of the First Christian Church at 6:30 p.
m., Sunday, Feb. 6, 1977. The per-
formance is being sponsored by the
Christian Education Committee of the
First Christian Church.
The Gemini Group, a Murray-based
repertory theatre company, is directed
by Frank Gonzales. Hollis Clark is the
group's production manager and is
responsible for all presentations by the
group.
"Rameses, the Story of Moses," was
originally- designed for amphitheatre
production at Kenlake State Park. It
ran for 150 performances during the
summer seasons of 1970 and 1971.
At Kenlake, "Rameses" was a bright
and beautiful production with some 40
people, magnificent sets and colorful
costumes that protrayed that portion of
Moses' life -from- his retdrn as an'
Egyptian prince after conquering
Ethiopia to. th-Faelivering of the ten
commandments to (he Hebrews at Mt.
Sinai. waste the opportunity:In...share this , _
Gonzales has produced over 30 excitement with others.
Broadway plays at the Village Dinner The Gemini Group is a very talented
Theatre in Kentucky Dam Village State group of young people who are here by
Park and has directed two productions invitation," Gonzales added. "You will
for the Market House Theatre in be amazed at their ability to make their
Paducah. He headed the original characters most believable," he said.
production group for Ratneses at Clark, who was a member of the-
Kenlake and has adapted the script for original cast at Kenlake and played the
presentation in churches. role of Moses during its second year, is
The adaptation omits the son of Dr. and Mrs. Charles Clark of
Murray,. He has had roles in over 20
dinner-theatre productions and will be
remembered for his portrayals of
Richard in "Lion in Winter" and Andy
in the Ivtarket House Theatre produc-
tion of TStar SpangledGtrl."—
Four other members of the original
Rameses caSt. _join Clark in tfie new
production cornpany.:
Playing ttig; role of Rameses will be
Skip Hamra ho portrayed the Hebrew
slave in Che'original production. Hamra
is best known for his three summers as
a featured performer at Kaintalek
Territory near Kentuclyi Darn, He is an
accomplished singer "and a talented
..onlighter."




Murray City Mayor John Ed Scott
has filed for re-election in the May
Democratic Primary, according . to
Calloway County Court clerk Marvin
Harris.. ,
Scott is seeking his second term as
mayor ,tof Murray, and is the only
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or-
original story but the big production
numbers have been dropped in order to
make the story more intimate and more
adaptable to many churches.
"Some people play at golf. Others at
tennis, boating, fishing, camping and
water skiing," Gonzales said. "I play .1-----
theatre. It is serious business with me
and I -play .. hard at challenging and
leading young people to share their
talents, excitement and enthusiasm as
they entertain others.
"And, in the case of Rameses,"
Gonzales continued, "there is a great
story to tell. After all, we pass this way
but once and I, for one, don't want to
Sn o w
Snow, strong winds and drifting know
ending tonight. Bitter cold tonight and
Saturday with a chance, .of snow
flurries. Lows tonight from zero to 10
belciw zero. Highs Saturday-in the low to
mid teens. Winds northwesterly to 30
miles an hour and gusty tonight,
diminishing on Saturday. Precipitation
chances 30 per cent on Saturday.
• -
. \
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Emergency Conking Tips
Given When Power' Is Off
This is the Kentucky winter
that may turn bick your clock
to .pioneer days as you cook
dinner in the fireplace or on
top of a wood-burning stove.
When the electricity fails or
the gas runs low, you may find
helpful these emergency-meal
tips from UK Extension foods
specialists.
Use bricks or stones to
support a cooking grate in
your fireplace. Start ,your
meal when the fire dies down
Id a good bed of .coals. Hot
dogs and meatkipatties will be
no problem, and you can wrap
apples, vegetables and even
biscuit dough in heavy
aluminum foil and bake them
right in the coals. Long-
handled cooking utensils 'will
come in handy.
Use your heaviest cookware
for one-dish meals such as
chili, soups, beef stew, pot
roast with vegetables, chicken
and dumplings. Or just heat
up someof_ your favorite
cannedloods_it's hard to beat
hot soup, crackers or toast,
crispy raw vegetables, and
cold milk.
If you have a wood- or coal-
burning space heater with a
flat top surface, you can cook
one-dish meals there with the
greatest of ease. For instance,
split-pea soup with ham
makes a hearty meal with raw
vegetables and fruit, bread or
crackers and a beverage.
The best types of wood to
use for  a cooking fire are dry
hardwoods such as oak,
hickory, black - locust, hard
maple or birch.
If you're out of wood, you
can even use tightly-rolled
newspapers to fuel your
cooking fire. Tie the ends with
wire, or tuck one end of the
rolled-up newspaper tightly
into the other. Yen could also
.uSe artificial logs made of
pressed wood particles. But
don't ever use charcoal as the
fuel fof any tye of indoor fire.
If you're a camper, you may
want to press your campstove
into service, but take care!
Use it outdoors or in a
breezeway and keep those
volatile fuels away from
amateurs. You might get -out
your charcoal grill or hibachi,
but use it outside only,.
because those fumes are
poisonous.
Kids who have been to 441
camp can make a "buddy
burner" from a tuna fish can
and a small stove from a large
Number 10 can.
It's a good idea to stock up
on emergency foods, just in
case. Include canned one-dish
meals, soups, and lots of fruit
juices as a substitute for
drinking water. You might
also like to stowe away some
tightly-capped gallon jugs of
water.
When a power fafflire cat-
ches you by surphise,
however, there is usually
enough water in the pipes to
last a short time for cooking
and drinking purposes. You
can draw water frqin the
lowest faucet in the house if
the hiAliest faucet is opened a
bit to let air into the pipes. Be
sure to do this before the pipes
have a chance to freeze up.
If you have no fireplace or
wood-burning stove, you
might use an electric skillet
and other small cooking ap-
pliances if your gas supply is
curtailed. When electricity is
off, too, a chaffing dish or
fondue pot with canned heat is
another possibility. Be sure to
have a manual can opener on
hand. Open your refrigerator
and  freezer as little as
possible while the power is off.
Keep some of your food in an
unheated room instead, or on
an enclosed back porch.
-
BROWN BOY
Mr. and Mrs. David Ross
Brown, 1707 Dodson Avenue,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby boy, Jordan Marshall,
born on Friday, January 21, at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Perry N. Smith of
Mayfield and Mr. and Mrs. W.
A, Brown of Paducah.
HOTO
Per Pose In Living
Color ,






118 S. 12th 753-0035
Free Parking In Rear
HOUSTON BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Robert
 Hiniztori —of Muri ay Ruute
Four announcelhe birth of a
baby boy, Justin Elbert,
weighing eight pounds one
ounce, measuring 203:4 inches,
born on Tuesday, January 18,
at 6:36 p. m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
They have another son,
Brad Lane, age six. The father
is self employed as a bull
dozer operator.
'Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Houston and Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy Cooper, all of
Murray. Great grandmothers
are Mrs. Elbert Houston and
Mrs. Ftozelle Nance Myers of
Murray and Mrs. Myrtle
Robertson of Mayfield.
To keep strands or other
shapes of pasta from sticking
together during the cooking-,





While Supply Lasts - Good Friclay.& Saturday Only
Glazed Donuts - 994 Doz.
Loaf Cakes - 9® each  1
Miss Dawn Mc AUIStOfl ecomes Bride
Of Mr. Kinsolving At Good .Shepherds
The. marriage vows of Miss
DaWn McCuiston arid William.
Glenn Kinsolving, Jr., were
solemnized in an early winter
wedding at 6:3Q p. m. at the
Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church.
Officiating at the lovely
candlelight ceremony was the
Rev. Roy Gibson, of Benton.
Gary McClure, cousin of the
groom, the pianist and the
vocalist, played a beautiful
selection of songs and sang the
selections, Your Song" and
"Anc1,1 Love Her."
The bride is the oldest
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ted
W. McCuiston of Murray
Route Eight, and the groom is
the son of Mrs. Mary .Kin-
solving of Murray and Mr. and
Mrs. William Kinsolving of
Dawson Springs.
Grandparents of the bride
are Mr. and Mrs. Arvin Mc-
Cuiston of Murray and Mr.
and Mrs. Canton Fink , of
College Park-Md. Her great
grandmother is 'Mrs: Beulah
Miller of College Park, Md.
The groom's grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Fred McClure of
Murray.
The church altar was
decorated with the brass arch
candelabrum holding candles,
flanked by Grecian urns filled
with Edwardian style
bouquets of blue daisies,
mums, baby's breath, scotch
broom, carnations, and
statice. Swirled candelabra
flanked esteb side of the alter 
The pews were marked with
cathedral candles.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her brother, Eddie
McCuiston, -was given in
marriage by her parents. She
was dressed in a formal gown




lace. A slight hi-rise bodice
rose above a volumninous
skirt of unadorned maracaine
floating into draped panels
creating a chapel frame. Her
long slim sleeves were
dominated at the wrist with
deep fitted cuffs which also
accented the Venice lace with
flowerettes.
Her headdress was a Queen
Anne's crown fashioned of
Venice lace to which an elbow
length veil of silk illusion was
attached. Her bridal bouquet
was a medley of blue Ole
English silks, tuberoses,
gardenias, baby's breath,
poppies, and-candy tuffs. She





sister of the bride, served as
maid of honor. She wore a
floor length royal blue halter
dress with a matching jacket,
and her headpiece was of Ole
English silks, blue baby's
breath, elfe roses, and lilies of
the valley. She carried a
bouquet of _ an informal
cascade of Ole English silks,
blue poppies, candy tuffs, and
baby's breath.
The bridesmaids were Miss
Jeannie Kinsolving, sister of
the groom, Miss Teresa Long,
and - Mrs. Loyd (Julie) Mc-
Clure who were dressed
identical to the maid of honor.
Miss Shannon McCuiston,
sister of the bride was the
flower girl. She was dressed in
an old fashioned floor length
gown of multicolored blue
foral patterns and carried a
basket of blue rose petals,
For the wedding the groom
wore a sky blue tuxedo with a
white Ole English silk
boutonniere. Randy McClure,
cousin of the groom-vas best
man and wore a sky blue
tuxedo with navy slacks and
The Christian Education Committee of the
First Christian Church, Murray
cordially invites you to attend the presentation by the •
'GEMINI GROUP
1. a repertory company in its production of
THE STORY OF MOSES
adapted for the chancel by
Frank Gonzales
from the amphitheatre production of the same name
6:30 PM, Sunday Evening February 6, 1977
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH -
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister, Murray, Kentucky
• Tickets available at the church office Adults $2 Children $t
Coememour 
Mrs. Opal Reeves opened
her home for the meeting of
the Eva Wall Mission Group of
the Memorial Baptist Church
held on Tuesday, January 25,




Families" was the subject of
the program presented with
Mrs." Margaret Taylor as
leader. Letters were read
from Janet Davis Dillard in
Kenya, Africa, and William
McElrathin Indonesia.
Mrs. Taylor was assisted by
Mrs. Stubblefield and Mrs.
Nettie McKeel in presenting
the program.
The devotional reading from
Philippians 4:1-7 and the
names on the Calendar of
Prayer were by Mrs. Mae
Foster who also led in special
prayer for the shutins. The
opening prayer was by Mrs.
Lala Boyd and the closing
prayer by Mrs. Taylor.
The women voted to
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscritors who hove not
received Hook hontoi-dotivored
copy of The Marrry Lodger
Thies„by 5:30 p. nt. Monday.
Frid4or by 3:30 porn. ocjostur.
days ore (amid to col! 753-1916
botwoon 5:30 p. m. end op.
Monday-Friday, or 3:30 p. rn
end 4 p. on. Saturdays, to insure
.dislivory of the nowspoper. Colts
emit bo pieced by Op. m weal
days or 4 p. no. Saturdays to
avorootee delivery.
mu/ 1/r.s. 1,1cm, kin.solving..Ir.
a boutonniere blue Ole
English silk.
The groomsmen were Barry
Travis, Donnie Harrison, and
Loyd McClure, cousin of the
groom, who were dressed,
identical to the ,best than.
Ronnie - Harrison and David
Fielder were the ushers.
Bobby Allen, Jr., was the
ringbearer. He was dressed
identical to the best man and
carried a white satin pillow
with rings placed there with
blue flowers and ribbons.
Attending the register were
Cindy Garrison and Sonia
Hendon.
Reception
Following the ceremony the
reception was held in the
fellowship hall of the church.
Presiding at the bride's
beautifully appointed table
were Mrs. David Debbie
Kingins, Mrs. Bob Cathy
Allen, and Mrs. Billy Gray
(Carolyn) Walker.
The wedding was directed
by Mrs. Marc ( Janet
Schecter.
After a short honeymoon
trip, the new Mr. and Mrs.
Kinsolving are now residing
on Murray Route Five.
Out of town guests included
and Mrs. Carlton Fink and
of a Mrs. Beulah Miller, College
Park, Md., Mr. and Mrs.
Buddy Kennicutt, Roanoke,
Va.,'Mr. and Mrs. William
Kinsolving, Sr., and Mrs.
Donnie Copeland, Dawson
Springs. and Mrs—R. B.
Tandy, Princeton.
Rehearsal Dinner”
The rehearsal dinner was
hosted by members of the
groom's family at the home of
Mrs. Bernice Wisehart on
Woodlawn Street, Murray.
Other prenuptial events
included a bridal shower at
the Community Room of the
Federal Savings and Loan
building with Mesdames Marc
Schecter, Robert Krizan, Bob
Allen, David Kingins, and
Billy Gray Walker as
hostesses; a household shoaer





Holland, and Wisehart as
hostesses; a miscellaneous
shower with Cindy Garrison,
Julie McClure, Karen Forest,
Linda Lester, and Cathy Todd
as hostesses; a miscellaneous
shower with Mrs. Ola Outland
as hostess.
Marie Armstrong, Bride-elect. Is
Honored With Two Bridal Events
Miss Marie . Armstrong,
-January 28th bride-elect of
Billy Ray Castleberry, has
been honored with two special
prenuptial events both held at
the new fellowship hall of the
West Fork Baptist Church.
The bride-elect is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Armstrong of Murray
Route One, Rob Mason Road,
and the groom-elect is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Higgins of Benton Route Nine.
Miss Stephanie Wyatt and
Miss Dawn Sledd were
hostesses for a personal
shower held on Saturday
afternoon, January 22. They
were assisted in entertaining
and serving the guests by Mrs.
Joe Sledd, Mrs. Wayburn
Wyatt, and Mrs. John Bryan.
For the occasion the
nosprrAt. PATIENT
Joe Thtveatt of Hardln was
dismissed January 16 from the
Benton Municipal Hospital.
BENTON PATIENT,
Dismissed January 15 from
the Benton Municipal Hospital
was Buren Barnett of Hardin.
PATIENT AT BENTON
Tvryla Hopkins of Hardin
was dismissed January 18
from the Benton Municipal
Hospital.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Noah Paschall of Hazel has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Hilda Ward Of Murray
Route One has been a patient
at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
DISMISSED, HOSPITAL
Thomas Lyons of Murray
has been dismissed from the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
, Among the greatest things
Parents can give their chil-
dren, most psychologists
agree, are themselves. They
recommend parents be avail-
„able to 'their children when-
ever they're nekeded.
Arrange grilled -frankfurters
over toasted buns and top with
hot baked beans. Along with a
salad, this combination will
make a filling math course for
supper_
,1Irs. Opal Reel•es Opens Her Home For Meet
Of Era Wall llission Group From Memorial
remember Mrs. Hazel Ahart
who is in the hospital, and also
planned to prepare a box of
household articles for the
family of Mrs. Helen noun-,
shell whose home and contents
were destroyed by fire.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Reeves to the six
members and two visitors,
Mrs. Mackie Hubbs and Mrs.
Erin Reid.
The next meeting will be
February 22 at two p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Stubblefield
honoree chose to wear an
ensemble of aqua slacks with-
a figured aqua and white
blouse. Her hostesseg' gift
corsage was of white daisies.
Refreshments of Individual”
cakes iJ41 with the initials, "R
and M" on them, along with
punch, nuts, and mints were
served at the table overlaid
with a pale yellow cloth and
icentered with a fruit cen-
terpiece flanked by yellow
candles.
Fifteen persons were
present and Others sent gifts
who were unable to attend.
The second event, a
household shower, was held on
Monday, January 24, at seven
p. m. with Mesdames Mary
Outland, Lame Sledd, Ann
Nance, Anna Usrey, Sue
Cathey, Kay Adams, and
Cheryl Bolen as hostesses.
Miss Armstrong chose to
wear for the event a green
plaid slack suit with a green
top. The hostesses presented
her with a corsage of white
carnations, and also a corsage
to her mother, We. Richard
Armstrong, who wore an
ensehable of gray slacks with a
wine and gray blouse.
The honoree opened her
many lovely gifts for the
, guests to view. Games were
directed by Mrs. Larue Sledd.
Refreshments of cake, nuts,
mints, and punch were served
at the beautifully appointed
tea table overlaid with a
yellow cloth with yellow and
green streamers and white
wedding bells. The table was
centered with a fruit ceramic
centerpiece flanked by yellow
candles in white ceramic
holders.
The.. bride-elect's bridal
book was placed on the
register table covered with a
white lace cloth over yellow
and centered with a candle'
surrounded by yellow and
white daisies.
Twenty-five persons signed
the register book and were
present for the bridal event.
Also sending gifts were about
thirty persons.
First-Aid Measures By Professional
Florists Given For Wilted Flowers
Don't abandon hope and
throw out cut flowers that
have wilted until you've





suggest that you shorten
the stems and place them in
deep, warm water - ap-
proximately 100 degrees
Farenheit. If the stems
droop, lay the flowers flat
on a sheet of newspaper,
stretching the stems so they
are straight from the end of
the stem to the tip of the
flower blossom.
Cut or fold the newspaper
so that it is about two inches
above the -stem. ends sad
one inch above the
blossoms. Wrap the flowers
tightly with stems erect and
place them in deep water.
This procedure allows
water to be absorbed
through the. newspaper to
keep leaves and flowers
moist and to prevent ex-
cessive evaporation of
moisture.
The soaking should last
between four to six hours,
although overnight
treatment is even better,





conducting ducts in stems
open. Start by making
certain the container is
scrubbed clean. Using a
knife, cut off the ends of the
flower stems. Either a
diagonal or straight cut is
satisfactory, according to
FTD. Some woody stems
need splitting or mashing;
others require dipping in
boiling water to seal in the
milky substance.
Remove leaves that are
under water in the vase or
container since rotting
leaves cause a build-up of
fungi.
Beautiful Baking Dishes
To Worm The Body
And Feed The Soul
(Chocolate Brown, Cinnamon Red or Butter Yellow)
Many Other Items On Sale Too!
The
Fanhandbr
Dixieland Center Murray Ky
A QUARTET OF GOOD ONES
Held Over - Last Wee-1i
7:30, 9:30 + 2:30Sat.,Suni
If only they knew
• she had the power.
Late Show Fri. & Sat. 11:40
(X) 18 or Over Only
117 VI !WIRT Oar VOL.
Thru 1/26 
k
7:15, 9:10 + 2:30Sun.




























































Exhibitions of drawings by
Carl T. Woods, Murray, three-
dimensional works by Charles
B. Crattie, Paris, Tenn.,
ceramics by Katrina L. An-
neken, Louisville, and
graphics by William T.
Fornoff, Champaign, 111., will
be at the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts Center,
MSU, until February 9.
Youth Retreat of First
Baptist Church will be held
today and tomorrow. ,
Saturday, January 29
MSU Women's Society will
have a coffee at the home of
Anita Lawson, 1501 Johnson
Boulevards from 9:30 to 11:00.
a.m.
Sunday. January 30
Recital by Ann Logue,
sophomore soprano from
Gallatin, Tenn., will be at two
p.m., and recital. by Cynthia
Chittenden, Hampton, senior
piano, will be at 3:30 p.m.,
both in Farrell Recital Hall,
Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Chili supper for the
congregation of the First
Presbyterian. Church will be
at six p. m. ,
•
Monday, January 31
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church,
Main and 16th Streets, at 7:30
p. m.
Meals for senior citizens will
be served at the North Second
Street Center at twelve noon
with donation requested for
meal. Special program and
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Slower for the family.of
Mrs. Helen Hounshell and her
Six children, who lost- their
trailer home and contents by
fire, will be held in the
basement of the Palestine
United Methodist Church from
ten a. m. to noon. For in-
formation call 474-2342 or 474-
8870.
January Bible Study will be





will meet at Graves County
Court House, Mayfield, at
seven p. m.
- Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p. m.
Group II of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at the
home of Mrs. A. B. Austin at
two p.m. with the program by
Mrs. Lassie Pickard.
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
ten a. m. with the Executive
Committee to meet at nine a.
m. and coffee to be served at
9:30 a. m., weather per-
mitting.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a. m. at the
Dexter Center.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p. m.
Delta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p. m. at the club house.
Kappa Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have an
open meeting at 7.30. p. m. at
the club house.
January Bible Study will be
at First Baptist Church at
seven p. m.
First Baptist Church
Women will have a general
meeting at nine a. m. at the
church,
 -G-roups—of—First „Baptist
Church Women .will meet as
follows: Annie Armstrong
with Mrs. Paul Lyons and
Dorothy with Mrs. Homer
Miller, both at ten a. m. and
Bea Walker in church parlor
at nine p. m. after Bible study.
Ellis Center will be open
from. ten a. m. to three p. m.
for Senior Citizens activities.
Bible study for Grades
seven and eight will be at First








Hexagonal tiles make a classic floor but handmade
tiles are expensive. A practical 'alternative, from the
standpoint of economy and good looks, is the Ar-
mstrong cushioned vinyl flooring seen in this attractive
family roomffven the colors are natural earth tones.
And the flooring can be installed by do-it-yourselfers.
Hexagonal Tiles Featured
In Many Geometric Shapes
One of,the most pleasing and especially when topped off
natural geometric shapes Li with an area rug.
,the hexagon, or six-sided —Terra cotta, very similar
figure. Bees feel so much at to the antique apricot color
home with this design, they that is catching on big in
construct their hives with upholstery, draperies and
hexagonal cells made of wax. other fabrics. The effect of a
The human species also terra cotta floor is lighter and
seems to take delight in breezier than the clay color.
building with hexagons. Clay —White, really an off-white.
tiles in this design adorn the "Parchment" is nearer to the
floors and walls of many mark. In a room with dark
homes in Mediterranean furniture or cabinets, a white
lands.' In Colonial America, floor can be striking.
before the streets became A white floor also makes a
paved with gold, they were handsome backgroand for the
sometimes covered with beige fixtures that are ap-
hexagon-shaped bricks. nearing in more and more
Until now, the cost of bathrooms. ---
handmade hexagonal tiles has —Brown, a deep.,, rich coffee
prevented the iv eraite color. A brown-colored floor in
homemaker from M- a bathroom with beige fix- -
corporating this popular tures makes a strong
design into her interior decor. statement, far more assertive
But now Armstrong has come than a white floor. It's a
out with a cushioned vinyl dramatic color that dominates
flooring that looks like real any room it's in.
hexagonal tiles. Some rooms with southern
Besides being more exposure tend to be overly
economical, this vinyl flooring bright. A practical way to tone
is quieter and more COM- them down is with a dark-




By Abigail Van Burenv
Find Out Why
Mate Needs to Lie
DEAR ABBY: My husband is a college graduate and
successful businessman. He is also a habitual liar. When
we're out socially (or on vacation) he tells such outrageous
lies that I'm embarrassed. He has tripped himself up so
many times, then vows hell never lie again, but he
continues to do so.
It's a way of life with him. It's bad enough that he lies to
others, but his constant lying to me has become more than
I can bear. We've been married for 25 years and have four
children.
I considered divorce because of his lying, and he dragged
me into therapy.  It gave me a handle on my life, but it
didn t -help him, so suggest-therapy:rife offerectlithi
his freedom, but he swears he loves me and won't consider
It.
Lkiv.e..him. but &very tims-he- lies Lioasady-to throw in.
,,the towel. Maybe if I knew why- he lied so much I could
cope better. Help me.
handmade tile. The flooring is.
available in 6- or 12-foot
widths for installation by do-it-
yourselfers or professional
installers.
The choice of five natural
colors includes:
—Clay, an earthy reddish
brick color. A clay-colored
floor imparts a warm, cozy
feeling to family rooms,
—Slate, a dark green with a
ceramtc-like glaze, Slate-
green floors blend well with
just about any other green
found in home furnishings and
appliances. In the kitchen.
even standard avocado ap-
pliances take on a new and
stylish look when set off by a
slate-green floor in a popular
— and affordable — hexagonal
tile pattern.
High-Protein. Low-Calorie
Chicken Good For Parties
Good friends sharing good
food is a very special part of a
festive season but party time
can be a hazard to those who
must watch their weight.
-That's why more and more
thoughtful hostesses include
high-protein, low-calorie
chicken in the party menus.
Chicken is so versatile it can
be served in a variety of ways
and can easily be adapted to
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Delicious food served in a
beautiful dining room with a
beautiful view overlooking
the lake and soft organ
music...that's a perfect dining
experience when you visit
the dining rooms of Kenlake
State Resort Park A regular
menu is served during tire
week. A bountiful buffet is
served Saturday and Sunday
Kenlake State Resort Park
HWY 94-E, AURORA
Serve chicken as hor
d'oeuvres, buffet, disks or
elegant entrees.
Two whole roasted birds,
flavored simply with lemon
juice and herbs, are easy to
prepare and look very special
when served, together on a
pretty platter. Stuff each with
a different seasoned mixture
and offer your guests a choice.
Or, roast the chicken ahead
and chop into bits,: Then you're
 ready for all kinds of party
treats — tiny tarts filled with
,chicken salad; casseroles;
sandwiches; chicken nuggets
for dipping or as a delightfully
different filling for crepes.
Popular at any party where
finger foods are served are
drumettes, the miniature
drumsticks made from the
meatier part of the chicken
wing and crisply browned for
easy nibbling. The , high
protein content ofthe chicken
is especially welcomed in the
season when rich foods are
overly abundant.
According to the National
Broiler Council, a three-ounce
portion of skinless broiled
chicken breast has only 115
calories and even with the skin
left on, the calorie count is just
185. Other parts of the bird are
also low in calories compared
'to other popular meats and the
natural flavor chicken doesn't
require additional high-
calorie seasonings to enhance
its appeal.
FEELING HELPLESS
DEAR HELPLESS: Chrooicliars are insecure people
who feel that they must appear better, more important or
"bigger" than they really are. And they usually lie to
create that impression. Others merely fabricate tales in an
effort to be mori entertaining. Perhaps your husband
could be helped if he were to understand why he seems
unable to resist lying.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 15-year-old boy. Almost 16, really.
I recently got kicked out of school until my parents had a
talk with the principal.
Well, because of that, my dad says I can't get anything
that requires a license to operate until I am 18. No car, no
motorcycle —nothing with wheels.
Abby. I know I did wrong. I am sorry and I even said so,
but my father doesn't believe me. How can I get him to
change,his mind and lower the line? Please give me some
suggestions; man., two years is a long time to wait.
SORRY
DEAR SORRY: Go about your daily life, proving at
every opportunity that you are a more mature, responsible
boy than you have shown yourself to be previously.
Study harder, be especially courteous and willing to help
around the house, and in general start a self-improvement
program.
I promise you, it will be noticed, and 'If you change your
ways, your father may change his, mind.
DEAR ABBY:, Please help me! 'Does 'a runaway'
rt-vear -old girt have any rights4.0 I have a 5-monthioni baby
and am living with a guy whom I care about very much. I
also ha‘e a job and a roof over my head. I haven't been
home since the baby was born for fear my parents would
have my boyfriend arrested.
heard that at 17 there is nothing they can do
providing I am O.K. Is this true?
HOME§ICK AND WORRIED
DEAR HOMESICK: Cheek with the Legal Aid Service
lied in your telephone book. There you will get legally
sound and confidential advice. 
Everyone has, problem. W-hat's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069:
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Eleetric Space Heater
Can He Safety Hazard
Most free-standing electric
heaters are meant for short-
time or emergency heating
chores. They are usually not
designed for constant use,




heaters to use have a built-in
fan and a thermostat control
that turns the heater off when
the room is warm, then turns
it back on when the room
starts to get chilly. They also
have an'automatic turn-off in
case they get knocked over.
Some new heaters have a
built-in safety mechanism
that turns them off before they
can become overheated,
Giving more tips on safe use
of electric space heaters,
Duncan says they need a
direct !Met* the fuse box. This
means you should plug them
directly into a convenience
wall outlet, NEVER into an
ordinary lightweight ex-
tension cord. If your situation
demands that you use an
extension cord, get a heavy-
duty one intended for
household appliance or power
tool use.
Put your electric space
heater a safe 3- to 4-foot
distance from curtains and
other burnables and keep it
well out of traffic lanes. Use it
with great care in bathroom or
kitchen because of the danger
of shock or electrocution.
Place it out of reach from the
bathtub 'Or sink, caution'
4
everyone to be sure hands are
dry before turning it on or off.
Turn heater off when small
children are using the
bathroom.
Another good safety
measure would be to connect
your electric space heater to a
special heavy-duty timing
device that will allow, it to run
no longer than an hour at -a
time. You'll have to
remember to turn it back on,
but this way it won't get left
unattended and forgotten.
If you find that the .floor
under your space heater
becomes dangerously -hot,-





increasing the popularity of
frozen main dishes both for
home use and restaurants,
gourmet items such as frozen
chicken Kiev, frozen chicken
au gratin and frozen stuffed
chicken breasts will become
more readily available, ac-
cording lo the National Broiler
Council. Microwave ovens
make thawing and cooking of.
frozen dinners and entrees
quicker and easier. As more
homes_ acquire them, the
popularity of frozen main
dishes is expected to increast
and to become more lavish.
Top' patties made fr,un
corned beef with chili sauce or





Come Dance, Look or Listen
FREE! FREE!
Drsiwing for new $20.00 bill to be.
given away at the Cciuntry Music
Show.
Saturday — 8:00 p.m.
Ky. Lake Music Barn
For information call 502-436-8806
CHICKEN CONSUMPTION
Per capita consumption of
chicken in 1976 is expected to
exceed the 1972 rtrord of 42 •
pounds per person perhans by
as much as a seven or eight
per cent intrease, according
to the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture. That's
one-fifth of all meat consumed
by Americitns!
000( EM OUT/0
mouth of the mississippr
along with a special guest
west kentucky livestock and
exposition center college farm road
thursday / 3 february 1977 / 7:30 p.m.
advance general admission $3 advance student
admission $2 all tickets at the door on day of show $4
tickets may be ptirchaseld at the west kentucky livestock and
exposition center, college farm road, Roses Dept. Store and
Stoked Impliment CO.
for additional ticket intormation write or call west kentock..; livestock and expositio, cente-
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EDITOR IAL
Al Smith A Good
Choice For TVA
Russellville newspaper
publisher Al Smith is being
mentioned more and more
frequently as an excellent
choice to fill a long-standing
vacancy on the Tennessee
Valley Authority's board of
directors.
- And Smith has been getting a
great deal of support for the
post from fellow Kentuckians
and neighbors - in- -Tennessee
: alike since it was revealed a
few days ago that his name had
-s*Wrftated" To President
Carter as a possible nomination
for the post.
Smith's name was submitted
; to Carter by the President's
Kentucky campaign coor-
dinator. The nomination was
endorsed by U. S. Sen. Wendell
Ford and Gov. Julian Carroll.
Sen. Walter (Dee) Hud-
, (Heston said that he, Sights,
, Carroll and Ford discussed the
.-: prospect of having a Ken-
tuckian on the TVA board.
"We agreed he had to be a
, good man for the appointment
and we could think of none
better qualified than Al Smith,"
Hudclleston, said.
The Murray Ledger & Times
adds its endorsement. We know
Al Smith. He is accustomed to
championing the public interest
as he conceives it to be. He
recognizes the need for more
public involvement in TVA.
Al Smith lives in an area
served by TVA and he is aware
of the many problems faced by
TVA both in the past, and in the
future. He possesses the
necessary managerial ex-
perience. He is conserVation-
----minAtql—tiut-tie is also---open-
minded and is well-informed Of
the issues on both sides of the
fence.
We think Al Smith would be
impartial in setting the
direction for TVA and in
making decisions on en-
vironmental controls, rate
structures and what role
nuclear power should play in
the agency.
The post on the TVA board
has been vacant since May of
1975. It needs to be filled and we
believe Al Smith is the right
man for that spot.
We urge President Carter to
approve his appointment.
Fans Appreciated
A fan is defined as "an en-
thusiastic devotee of a sport."
The fan is the supporter that
bears the brunt of the expenses
of most athletic programs and
without them sports cannot
• remain viable at any high
schoolr, university, or
professional level 
j. We cannot give too much
• appreciation to the local fans.
Fans are "turned on" in direct
proportion to winning and
losing. Ask any coach about the
.* loalty of the fans in a losing
• season and they will give much
. insight.
- We do not believe in taking
. athletic fans to task unless
there is good reason to do o.
Human nature toils us there is
usually no reason to when a
team is Tinning and when they
are losinkLihere is often little to
"yell about."
If fans are abusive, throw
debris, on the floor or field,
mistreat the visiting teams,
Officia& or visiting fans then
there is reason to speak out.
We'll do so if this situation ever
exists here. But, it doesn't.
The fans in our area show
good sportsmanship and loya:ty
at all levels in athletics. They
have done so in the past arid we
hope they do so in the future.
EART6
HEARTLINE
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
-Answer questions and solve problems —
' fast. If you have a question or a_
- problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
, 45381. Senior citizens will receive
:• prompt replies, but you must include a
•-Vamped, self-addressed envelope. The
,• most useful replies will be printed in
,.. :this column.
- HEARTLINE: A few days ago, I went
• to my Social Security office to apply for
disability benefits. The place was
• packed and in my condition I .was
unable to stay that long. Is it possible to
: file for disability benefits by mail or a
phone call? C. S.
ANSWER: Yes. You may apply by
mail- or use a service offered by Social
Security called "Teleservice." Call any
Social Security office and ask for
."Teleservice." A representative will
explain the requirements for Social
: Security disability benefits. If you then
feel that you meet the requirements for
disability benefits, the representative
: will help you file,a claim.
: • To help you get a more complete
• understanding of Social Security rules
and tegblations, Heartline hest
dev,eloped "Heartline's Guide to Social
Security._" Th‘s bbok is written in easy-
' to-understd1K . question-and-answer
7 form. If you would like% copy, send $2
. -to "Heartline's Guide to Social
- Security," Box 4994, Des Moines, Iowa
50366. The book has a money back
guarantee.. Please SalloW 30 days for
delivery.
HEARTLINE: boes Medicare cover
-psychiatric care in a hospital? R. K.
:4 ANSWER: Yes, 'under the same•
• conditicuis as for other illnesses, except
that Medicare coverage in a hospital
for psychiatric care is limited to 190
days over the patient's lifetime and
only periods of active treatment are
covered. '
HEARTLINE: I have recently heard
from a friend about an organization
called the National Association of Older
Americans. Have you ever heard of this
organization, and if so, can you tell me
anything about it? S. N.
ANSWER: Heartline has heard of the
National AsSOciation of Older
Americans ( NA0A) and we have
literature on this organization. Your
pamphlet on them is now on the way.
If anyone is interested in receiving
information on this group write to:
Heartline — NAOA information, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381.
Bible Thought
God is greatly to be feared in the
assembly of the saints. Psalm 89:7.
Those who know God stand in
awe for His great love is sure.
The Murray
Ledger & Times.
The Murray Lodger Sc Times is
published every afternoon except
Sundays, July 4, Christmas Day,
New Year's Day and Thanksgiving
by Murray Newspapers, Inc,. 103 N.
4th St Murray, Ky., 42071.
Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky. 42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In
areas served by carriers, $2.50 per
month, payable in advance. By mail
in Calloway County and to Benton,
Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and F-ar-
mington, Ky., and Paris. Buchanan'
and Puryear, Tenn., $15.00 per year.
By mail to other destinations, $30.00
per year.
Member of Associated Press, Ken-




By Dr. H. C.CHILES
Based on cop) righted outlines produt•ed ti. the_committee on
the Uniform Series and used tn perniassii.
Power Over The Domenic
By H. C. Chiles
Mark 1:2144
Immediately after the call of Simon,
Andrew, James, and John, our Lord
and His disciples entered the
synagogue at Capernaum. After the
reading of the scriptures, the presiding
officer invited any who chose to do so to
address the people, whereupon Christ
availed Himself of the opportunity to
teach those present concerning the
kingdom of God,. His teaching was
original, direct, novel, and fresh. He
taught the Word, told the people that ii
meant exactly what it said, and then
challenged them to believe it and to
obey it. This method of teaching has
never beeit surpassed. Both the content
of Christ's message and the . note of
authority with which He spoke-made a
profound impression on the peoPle.
Into the tranquility of that synagogue
came a demon-possessed man, but for
what purpose is unknown. If Satan
instigated the episode, he must have
been chagrined by what followed. The
presence of Christ disturbed the un-
clean spirit in the man and made him
vocal. Despising his flattery, and
refusing to accept a testimony from
him, our Lord commanded the evil
spirit to hold his peace and to come out
of the man. The demon threw the man
into convulsions, laid him prostrate on
the floor, and, much against the
demon's will, as his loud cry indicated,
then came out of the man. Naturally the
people were amazed at Christ's power
to cast out demons.
If even the demon obeyed our Lord
when He commanded him, how much
more should we, as Christians saved by
grace, render Him the -urireserVjd
-obedience of lovingand grateful hearts.
Upon arriving home, with Christ,
James, and John as their guests, Peter
and Andrew found Peter's mother-in-
law sick with a raging fever. Naturally
their first impulse was to tell Christ
about the situation and need. Because
of their faith in His power to heal, they
did not lose any time in telling Christ
about her illness. Without suggesting
what He should do they simply told
Christ about the situation and then left
the matter entirely with Him. In this we
have a splendid example. And what a
blessed privilege to tell our Lord about
everything!
Although He was there as a guest,
_Christ could not remain long without
, bringing whatever blessing might be
needed. Regardless of what the need in
any home may be, there is sufficient
grace and power in Christ to meet it.
Out of a compassionate heart for the
woman who had succumbed to the
weaknesses of the flesh, Christ did that
which no one else Had the power to do.
Going to her bedside, Christ took her by
the hand, raised her up, and made her
well. . The -healing -was inslaritalieptis—
and perfect. There was no need for a
period of convalescence, for she was
healed instantly and restored com-
pletely. Contrary to experience, for one
who has been desperately ill with a
raging fever to arise immediately when
the fever breaks and resume her or-
dinary household tasks, she began to
minister to others. Ministering to
others in the name of Christ is the first
thing that any person should do after
having been healed of the fever of sin by
the Great Physician. Service is one
proof of healing, and if one does not
serve, what evidence is there that he
has been healed? When one is saved, he
should be anxious to begin serving
immediately.
Those witnessing the miracle in the
synagogue had returned to their homes.
During the day many heard about the
miracle. The news of Christ's exer-
cising power over demons stirred many
with the hope that He would do, for their
loved ones and friends who were af-
flicted, what they believed He could do.
At sunset, which ended the Sabbath, the
inhabitants of Capernaum and the
surrounding area brought the sick and
demon-possessed ,to Christ in large
numbers. Christ did something for all of
them. No dernon or disease was able to
resist Him. He cured the ailments of all.
Christ will always do something for
those who come to Him, or for those
who are brought to Him. Whatever the
need, He is able to supply it.
Isn't it interesting that thrist refused
to allow the demons to =declare His
identity? This is another evidence of the
fact that He counts on His followers to
witneas' for Him  He 2CeP  the-
testimony of those who follow Him, but
restricts that service to them. Christ
appreciates, blesses, and uses the




United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: THE BRZEZINSKI CHOICE
President Carter's choice of Zbigniew
Brzezinski to be head of the National
Security Council is disturbing news
to Americans who believe the United
States must take a hard line with
respect to the hostile nations of the
Third World. Prof. Brzezinski is on
record as favoring a tilt toward those
nations.
During Daniel Patrick Moynihan's
term as ambassador to the United
Nations, the U. S. rejected the 'Third
World's hostile, derogatory charac-
terization of the United States.
Moynihan repudiated the wholly false
assumption that the advanced, in-
dustrialized nations are responsible for
the poverty of the Third World coun-
tries of the Southern hemisphere.
Prof. Brzezinski has criticized
Moynihan for condemning Third World
aggressiveness, terming the U. S.
approach "isolated . self-
righteousness."
Dr. Brzezinski's overall view is
revealed in his essay "Aineric In A
Hostile World" published in Foreign
Policy last summer. Incidentally, two
left-of-center editors of that journal,
published in association with the
Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace, have been slated for high posts
in the State
In his article, Dr. Brzezinski in effect
proposed a phased capitulation to the
tyrannical regimes which comprise the
Third World. "Structural changes in
the American way of doing things
become inevitable," he wrote. The
professor, a native of Poland who came
to the United States in 1958, said that
"resist as it might, the American
, system is gradually compelled to ac-..
comodate itself to this emerging in-
ternational context"
Plainly, Dr. Brzezinski doesn't un-
derstand the American outlook.
Americans aren't a nation of ac-
comniodationists. They have a strong
will to win, drivied from the frontier
spirit. Our cauntry's traditional
combination of energy, forcefulness,
and imagination constitutes the
American spirit.
HARRIGAN
For eight years, U. S. foreign policy
has been directed by an ac-
conunodationist, Dr. Henry Kissinger,
who apparently doesn't believe the
American people have the stamina for
a long struggle. Now, the country is to
have another Kissinger type installed in
the office Dr. Kissinger occupied under,
Richard Nixon.
It's hard to believe that Mr. titer
wants another Kissinger in charge of
the National Security Council. If
nothing else, Mr. Carter has a sense of
grassroots sentiment. He must know
that the ArnerftrA4 people, including
great numbers of his supporters, don't
want another foreign policy planner
who has his roots in another culture and
political tradition.
With respect to the Third World, the
problem for America arises from the
new countries' demands for a
redistribution of the wealth of the-
United States and other Western
nations. They speak of a "Fairness
Revolution" that would result in the
transfer of America's wealth to back-
ward lands in Afro-Asia and Latin
America. They are -proposing mineral
cartels, along the lines of the oil cartel,
to drive up the prices. orraw materials
for the United States.
America's experience with the oil
producing countries should suggest that
the U. S. needs a tough, new foreign
policy. The OPEC countries, which
produce oil at 25 cents a barrel and sell
it to the U. S. at almost $13 a barrel, are
transferring colossal sums from the
United States. They are siphoning off
the money America needs to expand
industry; and create new jobs. In other
words, they are strangling America's
economic growth.
There's nothing in Dr. Brzezinski's
record to suggest that he is a vigilant
defender of the national interest, or that
he understands that the United States
must resist the Third World nations
that are attempting) redistributive
taxation at a world level. The
Brzezinski -choice is the most un-





Murray Ledger & Times Editor
V
A 46-page "1977 Retirement Income
Tax Guide," offered free as a public
service by the American Association of
Retired Persons and Natioard Retired
Teachers Association, provides helpful,
easy-to-follow tips on preparing income
tax returns, including up-to-date in-
formation on the provisions of the Tax
Reform Act of 1976 and the new Form
1040.
_
In addition to a simple, line-by-line
explanation of Form 1040, the guide
offers practical advice on filing
requirements; treatment of pension,
Social Security and other retirement
income; special deductions and
exemptions for retirees; and record-
keeping. The guide also advises when
and where to get outside tax
preparation help.
According to government surveys,
nearly half of the millions of older
Americans who file tax returns each
year may be overpaying their income
taxes. Methods of determining tax
deductions and liabilities become far
more complex when persons reach age
65.
For a free copy of the "1977
Retirement Income Tax Guide," write
to AARP-NRTA, P. 0. Box 2400, Long
Beach, California 90801.
For retirees who need tax assistance,
the 10-million-member Associations
also sponsor a free tax counseling
service for older taxpayers in
cooperation with the Internal Revenue
Service. More than 9,000 retirees,
specially trained by I. R. S. will serve
as volunteer Tax Aide counselors in
1,500 communities throughout the
nation between now and April 15.
For the location of the nearest Tax-
Aide program, write: Tax-Aidzi cz
AARP-NRTA, Dept. PR, 190 
Kre 
N. W., Washington, D. C. 20049.
Have you been sitting around lately
feeling kind of sluggish and vaguely out
of shape? Well, one cause of that
draggyleeling is lad of exercise. And
when it's cold outside, it really seems
much more of an ordeal to get involved
in vigorous physical activity. You can
do it though — and it's not hard at all
once you take the first step.
"Adult Physical Fitness", (70 cents)
is a booklet from the Presidents
Council on Physical Fitness that maps
out a gradual step-by-step exercise plan
for you. It's designed so that you'll
begin without strain, no matter how
long it's been since you've done really
vigorous exercise. For your copy of
"Adult Physical Fitness," send 70 cents
to the Consumer Information Center,
Dept. 33E, Pueblo, Colorado 81009.
The booklet gives you three general
types of exercise — warmpus, con-
ditioning, and circulatory.
"Adult Physical Fitness" is one of
over 200 selected Federal consumer
publications listed in the catalog,
Consumer Information. Published
quarterly by the Consumer Information
Center of the General Services
Administration, the catalog is available
free by sending a postcard to the







The execution of convicted murderer
Gary Gilmore is an arresting ieminder
that our society - and we in the Com-
monwealth of Kentucky - can now with
the full sanction of law - take a human
life. While it remains obvious that such
executions will be rare,, the fact
remains that our society his moved
rather dramatically to reinstate the
policy, if not the practice, of capital
punishment. A recent public opinion
p'oll indicated that 71 per cent of the
people favored Gary Gilmore's right to
be executed and 19 per cent opposed.
10 Years Ago
The average for the season for the
sale of dark fired tobacco here on the
Murray Loose Leaf Floors has been
released as $41.37, according to 011ie
Barnett, official spokesman for the
floors.
Miss Pat Bowen was named as Miss
Puryear. Miss Kay Paschall was first
alternate and Miss Linda Duncan was
second alternate.
Miss Marie Fennell, daughter of Mr.
ind Mrs. Jack Fennell, and •Thomas
Dodd, son of Mr. and Mrs...lack Dodd,
were married December 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ford Sykes
announce the engagement and ap-
proaching marriage of their daughter,
Andrea, to Thomas Reed Madison, Jr.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Madi.son, Sr., of
Reidland.
Daitid Henne will direct the east for
the production of Campus Lights to be
presented February 16, 17, and 18 at
Murray State University by members
of the Iota Beta Chapter of Sigma Alpha
Vote and Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Mu Alpha.
20 Years Ago
Winter hit Murray and Calloway
County with all its furtfer the last two
days with wide spread damaged and
inconveniences reported. An ice storm
hit the city and county on January 26
and 27 with many electrical and
telephone lines down in the area. .
Henchick's Grocery at Five Points
was destroyed by fire last night about
7:30.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Laura
Farmer and William McGill Whitnell.
Airman Jerry D. Edwards has
completed basic military training at
Lackland Air Force Base, San Antonio,
Texas.
Mesdames Truman Turner, Kenton
Broach, Sarah Harper, 011ie Adair,
Toni Scherfflus, Ernest Madrey,
Clidton Jones, J. A. Outland, Porter
Holland, Hansel Ezell, Maynard
Ragsdale, and Barletta Wrather of the
Calloway County Homemakers Club
1.1eft today to attend the Farm and Home
Week Conference at Lexington.
^
1,
Can a society which reinstated the
death penalty be indicted as inhumane
and vindictive? I think-there is much
that is vindictive in the public hue. and-
cry for law and order. There is also
understandable outrage at wanton acts
of violence and an escalating crime
rate. Perhaps what has happened
comes from our fears and desperation,
which are no doubt the driving forces
behind our vindictiveness.
It is, I think, at this point that the
Christian faith bears witness to both
our desperation as outraged citizens
and to our responsibilities as stewards
of social order.•The teachings and the
example of Jesus rules out a spirit of
condemnation for wrong doers.
In the sermon on the mount (Matthew
5:38-43) Jesus revealed a higher law,
transending the law of retailiation-an
eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth.
Forgiveness and love of enemy and
offenders of the law are the new rule in
God's Kingdom. Jesus exemplified that
spirit when he intervened for a con-
demned woman (John 8:3-11) and when
he promised Paradise to the penitent
criminal crucified along side him on
Golgatha (Luke 2.3:43).
Jesus stood-and stands still-for the
- reality of forgiveness and the
possibility of redemption of human life.
The fact is, however, that our criminal
justice system does little to allow for
redemption and rehabilitation - and
thus the quality of public mercy and
forgiveness are sorely strained - now to
the breaking point where there is public
readiness to allow capital punishment.
Without minimizing the seriousness
of the executions which may ensue in
the coming months, I would encourage
all our citizens to look at the more
fundamental issue of the quality of our
justice, system and the crying kneed for
its reform - both to strengthen
protection for society and to augment
programs that would make
rehabilitation - that is human redem-
_-_ption - a possibility for the increasingly
larger number of inmates and of-
fenders.
If we fould be inspired by Jesus'
mission of bringing persons to an
abundant life, then we have to do more
than forbid the states taking of human
life. We have to do something so that
• these persons so saved from capital




Married men and married women
each speak a different language, even
when they voice the same words. When
a husband murmurs, "yes, dear," he.
meanisthayie is listening, but doesn't
hear sotgood. When a wife sighs, "yes,
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Baptist. .
SCOTTS GROVE .
Worship Service 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship 6:30p. m.
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship . 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship J 6:30p. m.
FIRST BAPTIST



















Morning Worship 10:45 a. En.
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m.
111.000 RIVER




Evening Worship 7:30 0.- in. -
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship WM& at, •
Evening Worship C40-p.-tn,
NEW NT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.

















Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship 5.30 p.m.
MOUNT NOM FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School 9. 30 a.fh.
Worship II - 00 a. m.
LONE OAK PRINITIVE
1st Sunday 200 p. m.
3rd Sunday 10•30a.m.
OlD SALEM BAPTIST
Sunday School . 1000a.m.
Worship §ervice 11 .00 a. m.
Vesper Semi& 5. 00 p. m.
COLD WATER
Morning Services 11.00 a in
Evening Services- 6.00 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST




Evening Worship „ 7:00p.m.
murmur STREET GENERA1
Sunday School 10:00a. m.
Morning Worship 1100 a. m.
LEDIETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School 10:00a. m.
Preaching .,11:00 a.m. & 6100 p.m.




Evening Worship . 7:011p-m. _
ST. JOHN BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship 10:45a in
Sunday: School 930 am




Sunday School 945a. m.
Morning Worship 10:45a. m.
N. Y. P. S. Worship 5:15 p. m.
Evening Worship 11:011p. m.









Morning Worship 11:09p. m.
Evening Worship 7:30p. in.
UNITED, NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
Worship Services 11 .00 a.m.,7:00p.m.
CALVARY TUAPU
Sunday School 10:Warn.
Worship Services 11:00 a in., 7.30p.m.
FIRST ASSEMBLY
OF GOO
Sunday School 10:00 a. in.
Morning Worship 11: 00 •. in.
Sunday Evening 7:00 p. m.
Thurs. nite 7 00 p. m.
UNITED, 310 IRVAN AVE.
Sunday School 10:00a. -
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
INWARDS CHAPEL
Sunday School 10:00a. m.
Worship Service 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship • 7:30p. in.
FIRST UNITED
Sunday Worship 10:00a.m.& 7;00p.m.
Tues. & Thurs 7:00 p. m. _
Christian
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Worship Sernces 10.45 a.m., 700p.m.
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship 10:30a. m.
Bible School 9:36a. m.
Evening Service 6:00p.m.
01U101 Of JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday School 1045 a. m.
ST. LEO CATINOLIC
cnuecn •
Sunday Mass 8 a. m., 11 a. m., 4:30 p. m.
Saturday Mass& : 30 p. M. -
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
Farmer Ave. and 17th Sty, Murray, Ky. , Sun-




Bible Lecture - 9:30 a. m.
WYMAN'S CHAPEL A.N.E.
Worship Services 11;00 a.m., 7:00
ST. ANN'S IMSCOPAL -
Worship Hour - ,„ 9:45s. m.
Church School • 11:00a.m.
IMIAMIINE LOTMAN 
SunaaySctiool 9:13a. m.
_Morning Worship - 10:30a.m.
SEVENT11 DAY *Drams
Sabbath School Sat. 10:30a. m.












America is thr_Liad_aLahnialonoc. OL1111_ ISAAC
moot affluent society cm earth. Surely. Gpd has
blessed this land with all the material things
that make life more plessatiL
%int aised u. -ski Animism liTe, lie said,
'If am come that they might have lift and that
TVY might have it more abundantly' (John
10:10). Christ was not referring to the material
things of life. The word abundance, here, re-
fers to the fullness of life. We are assured that
the quality of our life will be better if we accept
Those who have received Christ know that this
is true. Their eyes have been opened to a whole
new world. py live life more fully and mace__
thcreaely. you would choose the abundant
hie, first, choose Clirist-lie will teach you the











Morning Worship 10:a. in










11::005  pa: m,
W 
ONION GROVE
Morning Worship 10:10 a. M.
Evening Worship 6:00 p. m.
*WINN -
Worship Service . 10:40a. m.
Evening Worship.._... 6:11p.m.
1011 COMORO -
Morning Service 10:30 a. m.
- PLEASANT VALLEY - -
wiorningEvenin  Worship 6:00p.m.
a. m.
. 
Evening Worship CIO p in
SECOND STREET














P.M.A  Worship 6 00
Mid-Week 7 00
monumiviorshiCpOLDWATO
10 50 a m
IHRIGET CHURCH
6 .00 pEvening Worship in
OF CRUST
Sunday School 10:00 a. in
:Morning Worship 10 50. in
Evening Wonihip 7:00 p. m. Sunday & Wed-
neslisys.
AL/110
Bible Study 10 00 a In.
Morning Worship 11 00 a. m










Worship Service !I a in , 1st Sunday, 10 00 a




Worship Service s 30 a in
Sunday School 10 30 a 111
GOOD 5111141110 UNITED
Worship Service 11 00 a in
Sunday School 10 00. ni
INDEPENDENCE UNTIED
&Imlay School 10 00 a or






Worship Service 11 Warn 1W & Ind Sun-
day, 10.00 am 3rd & 40, Sunday School
10.00 a in. lat & Ind Sunday . 11 00 a m 3rd
& 4th Sunday
10 00 • in •
II 00 a in
7 00 p m
TIRANA 1111.1. UNITED
Morning Worship 10:00 ens.
Sunday School '11:151. in.
Sunday ScrIg 1CrTI 
CUMBELAND
00 a m . Worship Service
R










Morning Worship 11:00. m
Evening Worship 7:00 p in
FIRST PRESITTERIAN
Church School . 9 30 a m
Worship Service 10:45 a m
Worship 10:10a.m.
MISSMS IMAM SNITS - -
Sunday School 10:1110a.m
Morning Worship 11:00a. m
_ .
LYNN GODVE
Morning Worship Service 11:00 a. m
Sunday School 1111ha. m. .
GOSNII METHODIST
Morning worship Services 9:30a. m
Sunday School 10:40a. m
Evening services 1st, 3rd. It 5th Sundays
Preaching Service 6 30 p in
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service 10 DU a in
DEXTU-NARDIN UNITED
Worship Service 10 00 a m
1st & 2nd Sundays 11 00 a in
tat & 3rd L 4th Sunda)
MT. HEBRON
Worship Semi e 10 00 a in 1st Sunday &
11 00. in 3rd Sunday Sunday School 11:00
a in 1st Sunday - 10:05a.m. 2nd, 3rd, & 4th
Saida> ,
MT. Cann
Worship Service 10 OS a m 2nd Sunday
11 00 a m 4th Sunday Sunday School 10 CU




Morning Services 10 45 a m
BROOKS CRAM UNITED
1st & 3rd Sunday 9 30 a m
Evening 7 00 p m
Ind & 4th Sunday 11 00. in
No Evening Worship
BETTER UNITED
1st & 3rd Sunday 11.40e. in.
2nd It WA Sunday 9111a. m.-
Evening 6:00p m
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE -
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:000. in.
Evening • 7:00p.m.
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Morning Worship 11:4.5a. in.
Sunday School 10:454. in.
This Page Made Possible By The Following Supporting Firms.
Purchase The Mart
Your Complete Tire Service Center
"We Service Them AU-Large or Sea"
Max Keel
• E. Maio& Milustrial RA. 753-7111
Bags & :3u zone Beauty
Beads Salon












-Complete Aidomatic Transmission Service
-Front End Airman
-Complete Terirs-Up L Repair Servici-
ng S. 7it
Radiator & Auto Glass Service
7531 751
Kentmekw fritd Citickor
"it's Fustier Licitin' Good"
Try Our Weans loaf and Nan Ssmirrichos











thicken - Pizza - Spaghetti
Lunches -Steaks -Sandwiches
"Jesus Saves'












Top %Wit, Used Cars









So. 12th & Story
753-6655
Chestnut St.
753-1215 1415 Main St.
Corvette Lanes
-Bowling At Its Best
Ph. 753-2202
A.B.C. play school
, NemegfiliS 11.1M: tal S pa. - S Days
Worship With YoueChildren
dv.n544?'"'-' *Children Are God; Gift
1606 Ryan Ave., Mangy 753-8107
Carroll Tire Service
Your Uni-Royai Tire Dealer




A COMPUTE PARTS DEPARTMENT
605 Maple St. 753-4424
Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Road Phone 753-1319
Dunn Furniture
T V & Appliance
Uncle Jeffs lhopphig Corder
Whirlpool Sales it Service Quasar
7S 3 3037
Fancy Plants
Your Plant & Wicker
Headquarters
DiaidniN Carter 753444H6
Freed Cotharn Co., Inc.


















Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
"For AN Your Fertilizer Needs"






401 Olive - 753-5312
Tubers Body
Shop, Inc.
-Go To Church Sunday
501 N. 4th
Vaughn & Humphrey, Inc.
Plumbing - Heating
& Air Conditioning
• 0111111111r C1411 • Residential
Repairs S, Installation 753-61411
641 Super Shell
Free Pickup & Delivery
Opon 6:30•.m. - pat,
Wow* Open 11: 00 a.in. . Close 10:00
Sow* 121'. Phone 753-9131
DeVanti's Steak
& Pizza House
Let us Entertain You
Murray
Theatres
Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air CastfrtioniostNentioq-Casamercie Refrigeration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut Phone 753-8181
Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control
100 So. 13th St.





lorry D. Louts, Donald A. loam and Larry Win, rimers
Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
641 North - 753-2654
Ward-Elkins
RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
403 Maple Phone 753-1713
•  
Ewing Tire Service
Your Complete Two Service Center
For Passenger-Track & Form Tires
808 Coldwater Rd. 753-3164
Shirley's Florist &
Garden Center
Orwell for All Occasions
House Plants Landscaping
500 N. 4th 753-3251 - 753-8944











Prplose Broadest Luncheons, Disweri
Sunday lief fat loocaron I I to 1 30
South 12th St. 753-59,86
Kentucky Lake
Oil Company
JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
Mel-ray Sorting Callmiay. , G/111,01















Phone 753-5S02 205 N. 4th St
Grecian Steak House
Tom Andrews - Your Host .
We.. rennin specials Daily, Wm. Niro Bert.
Fri., SW., Us. - T-Dono Hoak *mil
No. 12th Frt. 441 -Cal is Orders 1e153-4414
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans
Nelms Ills, Mgr. E. W. °eland, Sept.
nem 7534270
West Ky. Rural Telephone
' Glen B. Seers, Gen. Modbger







Ky. Lake State Park Ph. 474-2245
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Racers To Clash With 'Goys
In Key Conference Showdown
Murray State's Racers
',idly had time to celebrate
ir come-from-behind
:-oics in the last two games
!ore preparing for perhaps
biggest challenge in the
Valley Conference this
..ison --playing Austin Peay
Clarksville.
Coach Froed Overton gave
• team Tuesday off after
eir double-overtime, 89-87
.etory over Western Monday
..id their 71-70 victory over
\liddie Tennessee Saturday.
But Wednesday, the Racers
were concentrating on Peay, a
team Overton calls "explosive
on both ends of the court."
You can play poorly a
couple minutes against them
— particularly at Clarksville
— and they'll have you blown
out of the game," Overton
said. "I think they've had
every team they've played
there down by 20 in the first
half. You have to play them as
if you're dissecting a time
horn h "
Dayton Coach Says Louisville
Will Be In NCAA Tournament
DAYTON, Ohio (AP) —
Dayton basketball Coach Don
Donoher, whose team became
Louisville's latest victim
Thursday night, predicts the
11th-ranked Cardinals will
make it to the NCAA playoffs.
"The Cardinals have got the
head guy who knows this
lame," Donoher said. "You'll
be seeing them in March." •
But the head guy, LouisvWe
Coach Denny Crum, seemed
relieved that his team got by
the stumbling Flyers, who
suffered their sixth straight
loss.
"Dayton won't lose the next
six in a row if they play that
way," Crum said after the
'Cardinals pulled out the come-
from-behind victory. "If they
keep on shooting that way,
they -shouldn't have any
trouble at all."
Crum referred primarily to
—' the outside shooting of-Jack
Zimmerman that kept the
Flyers in the game after
Louisville charged back from
. a 34-30 halftime deficit, out-
scoring Dayton 20-12 in the
first eight minutes of the
second period to take a 52-46
• lead.
But the Cardinals's deadeye
shooting, hitting a sizzling 68
per cent of their shots from the
fic,Id in the second half, and
balanced attack, with four
players scoring in double
figures, were too much for the
Flyers.
"We did a good job jamming




impressed with the Cardinals'
Darrell Griffith, who scored 18
points before leaving the
game with a twisted ankle.
"We tried. to double team
him, but if you front him he'll
dunk the ball and if you play
behind him he'll hit you on
that • turnaround jumper,"
Donoher said.
Wesley Cox paced Louisville
with 19 points, Ricky Wilson
added 16 and Philip Bond 13.
The Flyers' Zimmerman
took game scoring honors with
20 points while teammates
Jim Paxson and Erv Giddings
added 14 and 13, respectively.
The triumph improved the
CaftlinaLs' record to 14-2.
Dayton now is 10-7.
Crossword Puzzl
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22 Twirl Ii Girl's name














































of Europe DOWN5 AppellaliOn .. . ...
of Athena 1 Toward rear.
9 Portuguese of ship -
title of _ 2 Meadow
re6Pec I . 3 tased
I 2 ,Ac c mplrtnmeni 4 strict
13 Hin gar- 5 Conjunction
men -6 Pantzy
1 4 Mac 7 Goddess of
IS &tete et discord
weeds 8 Three-toed
1 7 More dan- sloths
geous 9 Diurnal 27 Facial**. persons
19 rWalks on 10 City in p ession 42 Contingent
21 Badly -
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29P incipal 43 Woody plant
30 Changed 44 Repetition
color 01 45 Negative
34 Make merry prefix
36 Metal stranci el Greek letter
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Murray and Austin Peay-are
tied for the OVC lead with 5-1
records. The-Governors have
a 15-2 overall record. The
Racers are 13-4. Last
weekend, the Govs beat
Western Kentucky 92-76 at
Clarksville and Middle
Tennessee 63-62 at Mur-
freesboro.
The only conference loss by
each team carne at Morehead.
Morehead lost it's piece of the
conference lead when it lost to
East Tennessee Monday.
The Governors beat Eastern
Kentucky 80-74, East Ten-
nessee 93-69, and Tennessee
Tech 89-71. The Racers beat
Eastern 71-70, Tech 73-65, and
East 80-62.
Austin Peay starters are 6-7
Calvin Garrett and 6-7 Otis
Howard at forward, 6-8 Ralph
Garner at center, and 6-2
Dennis Pagan and 6-0 Norman
Jackson at guard. Garrett has
averaged 17.3 points. Howard
15.6, Garner 12.5, Pagan 10.3,
and Jackson 7.2. Howard has
averaged 8.2 rebounds and
Jackson 7 assists.
As a team the Govs have
averaged 78.4 points and 41
rebounds to opponents' 71.5
points and 36.8 rebounds.
Murray will likely start 6-5
Mike Muff and 6-4 Zach
Blasingame at forward, 6:11
Danny Jarrett at center, and
6-8 Grover Woolard and 6-2
Jimmy Warren at guard.
Muff has averaged 18 points
and 8.5 rebounds, Blasingame
10.4 points, Jarrett 5.6 points
and 4.6 rebounds, Woolard 15
points and 5.5 rebounds, and
Warren 9.8 points. Getting
equal billing with the starters
will be 6-8 forward John
Randall, 6-5 center Donell
Wilson, and 5-10 guard Lenny
Barber. Randall has averaged
9.8 points and 6.1 rebounds,
Wilson 6.9 points and 6.4
rebounds, and Barber 2.7
points.
The Racers, as a team, have
averaged 80.3 points and 42.1
rebounds to 2pponents' 75.2
points and 38.3 rebounds. They
have hit 50.4 per cent of their
field goal attempts and 65.2
per cent of their freethrows.
Peay has hit 48 per cent of its
field goal tries and 69 per cent
of its free throws.
,Although Murray leads
Peay 23-8 in the series bet-
ween the two, Peay has won
the last five games. Last year,
the Govs won 74-70 at Murray,
89-78 at Clarksville, and 82-71
in the first round of the OVC
tournament.
Overton said he had about
run out of adjectives to
describe his team's last two
victories. "Just say they're
unbelieveable."
Laker Girls Take Win
Thursday Over Wildcats
The Calloway County girls'
basketball team posted their
sixth win of the season
Thursday night as they
grabbed an easy 53-44 win at
Trigg County. ,
After a slow first quarter
where Calloway led only 9-4,
the Laker girls exploded in the
second frame and pulled out to
a big 24-13 lead at in-
termission.
In the third frame, the
Laker girls posted 16 points
while Trigg put 14 on the board
to_ make it a_40-22 lead for
Calloway County going into
the final quarter.
Late in the quarter, Trigg
County cut the lead down to
three points before Laker
coach Marianne Davis put her
starters back in and pushed
the final margin out to nine
points.
Felicia Pinner • scored 16
points and grabbed seven
rebounds to pace the Lakers
while sophomore guard Rose
Ross added 10 points and
junior guard Susie Imes
tossed in nine points.
Marilyn McKenzie had six
rebounds while Critter
McKenzie pulled down five.
In the freshman boys'
contest, Trigg County broke-
open a close game in the last
period and coasted to a 49-37
win.
Trigg led 10-8 at the end of
the first period and 22-14 at
, intermission before the
Lakers fought back in the
Case 580C
Construction Kin
...number one just got better!
• The worlds most popular
hackhoe-loader just got
betTer---Quatifing Case
Dealer's can pass factory
discounts on to you.
McKee! Equipment has
qualified and they're ready
to make you the best
possible deal on a 580C
today. Factory discounts
good through March 31,
1977. So whether you want
to buy or trade see them
today! _
High production loader —choice of 3/4 cu yd 4-m-1 bucket or
P Cu yd general purpose bucket Has 8'3-clump clearance
at 45- dump angle Speedi loading of truck's •
Soo Thom Today' atEms] McKee, Equipment Co., Inc.
503 Walnut (502) 753-362 Murray, Ky. 42071
third frame and trailed only
32-29 going into the last
quarter.
The loss drops the Laker
freshmen to 2-3 on the season.
Terry Paschall scored 11
points .to lead the freshmen.
Saturday night, the Laker
girls will put their 6-4 record
on the line in the MSU Sports
Arena against Murray High.
In an earlier meeting . this
year in the Laker Invitational
at Jeffrey Gymnasium, the
Calloway girls took a four-




1 6 15 6-37
10 12 10 17-41
Calloway (37 )—Enuneraon 2, Scott 7,
Graham 7, Edwards 4, Paschall 11, Bar-




Ross 5 0 5 10
Imes 4 1 3 9
R. Overbey 1 2 1 4
C. MciCenzie 3 0 0 6
M. McKenzie 2 0 1 4
Winchester 2 0 1 4
Pinner 6 4 3 16
00 3 0
zi 7 17 53
Wyatt 
Totals
Canoway 9 15 16 13-53
Trigg 4 9 14 17-44
Bowling
Standings
The Racers Came from six
points behind in the last 40
seconds to beat Middle Ten-
nessee and from four points in
the last minute in both
regulation and the first
overtime against Western.
Warren won the Western
game with a 20-foot jumper
with two seconds left in the
second overtime.
After the Peay game, the
Racers will be idle until next
Saturday (Feb. 5) when
Eastern Kentucky is in
Murray.
College Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
Army 67, Fordham 52
Connecticut 83, Boston Col 66
Duquesne 113, W Virginia 78
Rhode Island 71, Boston U 64
SOUTH
Appalachian St 76, Citadel 56
Centenary 79, NW Louisiana
71
Georgia 60, Georgia Tech 51
Kentucky St 64, Georgetown,
Ky. 71
Maryland 75, N Carolina St 73
Tuskegee 74, Alabama Alai
73
Virginia 74, Tulane 70
MIDWEST
Illinois St 108, N Colorado 61
Iowa 64, Ohio St M
Louisville 76, Dayton 71
Michigan 69, Wisconsin 64
Minnesota 79, Indians 60
New Mexico St 117, Bradley
109
uNorthwestern 66, Michigan St
St. Joseph's, Ind 70, Evans-
ville 69
WTexasSt7t,Drake 67
Wm. Jewell 58, Benedictine
$4, OT
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 77, SMU 59
Arkansas St 82, Ls. Tech 80,
20T
N Texas St 91, Texas-Arling-
ton 84
Texas-E1- Paso 62, Brigham
Young 54
Texas Tech St Houston_ 83,
OT
60Tulsa 66, Va. CommonvresIth
FAR WEST
Air Force 69, Stanford 62-
California 64, Cal-Davis 52
• Denver 70, Oklahoma City 68
Long Beach St 74, Fullerton
31 67
Utah 94, New Mexico 84 
111111.1.11C I 1‘11.,!%
PORTS
Bradley Blows 28-Poifit Lead In
117-109 Loss To New Mexico State
By HERSCHEL NLSSENSON
AP Sports Writer
As Yogi Berra once said,
"You're never out of it until
you're out eft."
Yogi would have absolutely
loved what Maryland and New
Mexico State, both of whom
were about as out of it air
possible, did Thursday night,
night of miracles in college
basketball. —
Maryland fell behind 19-2
and never led until late in the
game but recovered to nip
North Carolina State 75-73 in
an Atlantit Coast Conference
game.
But that rally was mere
child's play compared to the
one New Mexico State put on
against shell-shocked
Bradley. The Aggies fell
behind 28-0 after seven
minutes — count 'em, 213-0 —
and then stormed back for a
117-109 Valley Conference
victory in what must rank as
one of the greatest comebacks
in sports history.
"Fate, destiny, what can
you say?" marveled Aggie
Coach Ken Hayes.
Meanwhile, in another one
for the book, Centenary scored
an incredible eight points in
the final three seconds in
defeating Northwestern
Louisiana 79-71.
It looked like a football
score as Bradley piled up a 28-
0 bulge over New Mexico
State. But while the Braves
might have -been thinking
shutout, they should have been
thinking win.
Albert Jones scored 28
points to pace New Mexico
State's comeback, which
overshadowed a 40-point effort
by Bradley's Roger Phegley.
By halftime, the Aggies
were within 56-50. They took
the lead for the first time with
3:20 remaining on Richard
Robinson's lay-up and it see-
sawed until 1:53, when
Robinson's 16-foot jump shot
put them ahead for good 105-
104.
Steve Sheppard's 20-foot
jump shot with two seconds
_remAiniDLOPPed marYland's
comeback against North
Carolina State. The Terrapins
never led until late in the
game. N.C. State's Kenny
Carr sank two foul shots with
*seconds remaining to tie the
score and Maryland's Brad
Davis dribbled 28 seconds off
the clock before Sheppard's
winning shot. Carr led all
scorers with 26 points and
Charles Whitney added 21 for
the Wolfpack. Sheppard led
Maryland with 18.
Centenary scored its eight
bang-bang points to turn a 71-
69 squeaker into a laugher ...
although there wasn't much
time left for chuckling. What
made. the finish even more
unusual was that Nor-
thwestern Louisiana also got
a basket in those stunning
seconds.
With three seconds left
Centenary's John Pitts hit two
foul shots. Northwestern
Coach Tynes Hildebrand was
charged with two technical
fouls and Centenary converted
three more points. Then
Centenary's Kevin Starke
drove for a basket, was fouled
and sank a' tree throw to
complete a three-point play.
Northwestern's Billy
Reynolds got a basket as time
ran out.
Olympian Phil Hubbard
scored 20 points and teamed
with Rickey Green, who had
19, to lead a second-hall surge
that carried Michigan past
Wisconsin. The Wolverines
took the lead for good with
15% minutes left and went on
to their 150th victory since




took a 40-21 halftime lead
against SMU and coasted the
rest orthe way. Marvin Delph
was high man with 20 points.
What Running Can do
for You. .
It's probably the fastest growing / f
sport there is. And now irs attracting
participants from 40 to over 100 sa 'el
,years 0101,, Ftead all about the famed Sow
Masters Tr
running improves your energy, 
yourack and Field—and h w 
.






Fearless Foursome 39 17
Boni Lotter' 34 22
Amity Monbas 33 33





High Team Game I. SC)
Funky Monines 660
, Fearless Foursome 633
Fearless Foto-some 619












' High Ind. Game (SC)
Men
Bill Houghton 1%
Lloyd Todd  193




Jane Houghton - 148
Vickie Holland  1411
High Ind. Game l' HCI
Men .
Bill Houghton 232




Becky Philllps  305
Vicki Overby 290
High Ind. Series (Sc ,
Men
Lloyd Todd 561
Ronnie Hutson   507
Bill Houghton . 412
Women
Kathy Tea. . . ..... 433
Nancy Todd . ....... 420
Vickie Holland ,, 418
High Md. Series I HC I
Men
Lloyd Tockl  639





Jane Phillips  556
High Averages
Men
Toby Mier  171
Richard Scott  167
Lloyd TOdd  1st
Ronnie Hutson  161
Kenneth Perry  157
Larry Swain 154
Randy McClure , •150
Women
Kathy lea 159
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*Makes your savings available
24 hours a day.
*Lets you deposit or with iraw
24 hours a day.
*Also lets you transfer from
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Barber Plays More Like
Senior Than Freshman
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Bourbon Street was only a
few minutes away. The smell
of the pastries and the French
coffee, not to mention a
basketball tournament, was
enough to excite a freshman
basketball player.
The night before; Lenny
Barber saw a little action as
Murray State opened its
season by losing to New
Orleans in the Tipoff Tour-
nament.
It was the consolation game
and there were seven seconds
left. Marmy led _by one and
Lenny Barber was in-
tentionally fouled by a Nor-
theast Louisiana player.
Barber stepped to the line
and calmly hit two free
throws. Northeast Louisiana
went down and scored and
Murray won 83-82. And
without Lenny Barber, the
Racers might well have gotten
off to an 0-3 start, since they
Tell in their next game at
Kansas.





Murray Middle 8 16 8 14-
46
North Calloway 0 2 6 4-
12
Murray (46)-Washer 6,
Morgan. 6, Brandon 4,
Alexander 8, Mobley 4, Jones
4, Thompson 4, Hood 4 and
Jackson 6. Murray now 5-1 on
season.
North (12)-Hoke 4, Blakely
6, Futrell 2, Compton and




Middle 16 16 19 12-63
North
Calloway_ 6 6 7 7-26
Murray (63)-Crittenden 13,
Bartholomy 2, Requarth 2,
Shelton 2, Santagado 1,
Morton 9, Schanbacher 5,
Roberts 19," Payne 2, Simi 4,
Hill 2 and Bradshaw 2. Murray
now 4-3 on season.
North (26)-Colson 10,
Rogers 11, Bryan 3, Clark 2,
Bowden, Wyatt and Stone.
North record now 0-3 on
season.
man," Barber said.
"People think if you are a
freshman, then you are
inexperienced. I've been
through a lot of pressure
games and I can hold my own
ground in those kind of
situations."
Hold his own ground? Lenny
Barber has done more than
that. The little 5-11 guard from
Trenton, -New Jersey, has
already established himself as
one of the best freshman
players in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
And he does it all by coming
off the bench.
--When -Lenny-Barber -comes
in, the crowd gets excited.
Maybe it's his aggressive
defense, maybe it's his unique
style of dribbling the ball
where he dribbles theball high
and has it far out in front of
him. Or maybe it's just
because he's the shortest guy
on the floor.
But when Lenny Barber
comes in the-game, something
good always seems to happen.
Lenny is one of six children
in his family. He has three
brothers and a sister living at
home. His father works as a
construction engineer.
When he was 11 years old, he
was playing basketball on the
playgrounds and a coach from
the Police Athletic League
saw him. That was when
Barber began his basketball
career.
"I grew up around my
family. Everyone in our
family played -- basketball in
the yard and I was always
encouraged to play," Lenny
said.
By the time he was a junior
in high school, he was starting
on the varsity team. And when
he was a senior, he was
selected as the top player in
Trenton.
His team was one of the best
in the state. Barber played in
only a handful of games in
which his team lost.
Why Murray State?
One  day last winter,
assistant coach Jim Calvin sat
at his desk beaming over some
newspaper clippings. They
were, of course, about Lenny
Barber.
They talked about what a
good shooter he was, about his
speed and about his superb
defense. Jim Calvin and head
coach Fred Overton went
after Barber.
He made one visit to Murray
State. And when be did, he was
sold. He Jell in love with the
place.
Grover Woolard, a 6-9 guard
from Newark, had • a big in-
fluence on Lenny. They
bopped around campus
together, like Mutt and Jeff,
and when Lenny Barber left
Murray State after - his
weekend visit, he knee' he was
coming back. -
He came to Murray with the
idea of Starting, despite his
size.
"I knew I was going to get a
scholarship, if for no other
reason, because of the way I
ber, it would have to be un-
selfishness.
The Racers were on their
way to an impressive 80-62 win
over East Tennessee and it
was the final two minutes of
the game. A large crowd was
roaring on every play.
Barber came up with a steal
near midcourt and drove for
the bucket. John Randall, the
Racers' exciting 6-8 forward
who intentionally tipped in a
bucket for two. points on 'a
jumpball at Western Ken-
tucky, was also breaking for
the basket but trailing Barber.
When Barber got to the right
played defense in high ichorri•-- side-of the bucket, he flipped
the ball behind his back to an
oncoming Randall who
slammed the ball in the basket
for a dunk that brought the
crowd to its feet.
Barber could have easily
scored the two points but he
passed it up because he felt
the crowd would enjoy seeing
a dunk shot more than a layup.
"I'd like to go back and play
Kansas, New Orleans and
Nevada-Las Vegas again,
even on the road." Barber
said.
"Back then, the players on
the team didn't know each
other that well. But now, we
are all playing together.
-There are times when I get
a litte upset because I don't
get to play more but Coach
Overton has a job to do and I
just have to adjust to the
situation.
"My biggest thrill thus far
in college is simply playing
with a winner and doing the
I feel I have to make up for my
size in some way and defense
is the best.
"My high school coach
always stressed defense.
That's how we won most of our
games.
"I haven't been shooting
that well here yet but I still
have confidence in my of-
fense. 'coach Overton wants
me to work the ball inside to
our big men. I'll do whatever
it takes to win."
Through the first 17 games,
in which the Racers have
posted a 13-4 record, Barber
has scored at a 2.7 per game
clip.
But many times this season,
he's proved he doesn't have to
be a big scorer to contribute.
Against Middle Tennessee,
when the Racers were down
by six points with 36 seconds
left, Barber_came up with a
key steal off the press and hit
on a layup. And of course, as
7,200 fans taw that night, the
Racers came back to win the
game.
At Western Kentucky,
Barber hit a 25-foot jumper
with two seconds left to send
the game into a second
overtime where the Racers
finally escaped with an 89-87
victory.
Barber has confidence and
plenty of it. But he is by no
means cocky.
"I believe in myself. Con-
fidence is When ymihave a Tot
Of guts and when you. arena
bad position, you can still take
it and don't get down.
"Cockiness is when you try
to prove a point by just
talking."
Lenny Barber has certainly
proved his actions speak
louder than his words.
But if there was one word
that can sum up Lenny_ Bar-
A whole generation




for a new generation
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Carroll VW - Audi
800 Chestnut, Murray 753-8850
job.when I come in the game,"
said Barber, who is an ar-
chitect major.
The thing Barber enjoys
most though is the four-corner
offense. Whether it be late in
the half or late in the game,
Lenny Barber will come in to
direct the traffic.
He'll take the ball far out
front and dash, spin and cut.
He'll have people chasing him
all over the floor. And sud-
denly, someone will break
open for an easy shot under
the basket or Barber will take
it himself and usually draw a
foul.
".1 love the lour-corner
That's me," he quipped.
If there is such a thing as the
clown of the team. Barber
would have to be it. •
He is nicknamed "Jazzbar"
by his teammates.
Lenny, while sitting around
over Christmas break and
playing cards with his
teammates in the dormitory,
began speaking with a French
accent.
On road trips, he gets quite a
lot of funny stares when he
speaks with his French ac-
cent.
But around the Ohio Valley
Conference, nobody is giving
him funny stares. They stare
at him and dread the fact that
he still has three years to play
basketball at Murray. State.
Perhaps teammate Jimmy
Warren sized Lenny Barber
up better than anyone.:
"Lenny will be a senior for
four years.:
Wild Scramble Taking Place
In Central Division Of NB-A
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
There may not be parity
throughout the National
Basketball Association but
there certainly is equality in-
--lbe leagues Central Division.
After Thursday- n±g_ht's
action, the Washington
Bullets, Houston Rockets and
Cleveland Cavaliers are
seperated by just three per-
centage points at the top of the
Central with fourthplace Sao
Antonio not too far behind.
The Rockets, who beat Detroit
114-107, are tied with the idle
-Bullets...for first place with a
.568 percentage. Cleveland,
Pro Standings




W L Pct. GB
Philphia 28 16 .636 =
Boston M 25 .468 71
NY Knks 21 14 .467 7-2
Buffalo 17 30 .362 12k.i
NY Nets 13 32 .289 151-2
Central Division
Washton, 25 19 .568
Houston M 19 .568
Cleve 26 20 .565 -
S Anton 24 23 .511 2',2
N Orins 22 24 .478 4
Atlanta 17 31 .354 10
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Denver 31, 14 .689 -
Detroit 27 20 .574 5
Kan City 23 24 .489 9
Indiana M 25 .468 10
Clilcago 19 27 .413 In
Milwkee 14 38 .280 191
Pacific Division
Portland 33 17 .660 -
Los Ang 30 16 .652 1 .
Goldn St 24 21 .533 61.,2
Seattle 26 23 .531 61,2
Phoenix 21 24 .467 91,2
Thursday's Results
Cleveland 113, New York
Knicks 111
Houston-114, Detroit 107
Phoenix -ill, Philadelphia 94
Portland 112, San Antonio 104
Friday's Games
Milwaukee at Boston -
Cleveland at Buffalo
Golden State at New York -
Nets
Chicago at Kansas City
Atlanta at Houston
New Orleans at Denver
Philadelphia at Los Angeles
Saturday's Games





New Orleans at Phoenix
. Sunday's Games
Golden State at Boston
Milwaukee at New York Nets
Buffalo at Cleveland
Kansas City at Washington.
Indiana at Detroit
Philadelphiti at Denver
New Orleans at Los Angeles
Phoenix at Portland .
San Antonio at Seattle
GOLF
SAN DIEGO - Bob Zender
birdied the final hole for a
seven-under-par 65 and tied
Tom kite for the first round
lead in the 11(10,000 Andy
Williams Safi Diego Open.
which squeaked by the New
York Knicks 113-111, is at .565.
And the Spurs, who dropped a
112-104 decision to Portland,
are 2"2 games back at .511.
In the only other NBA action
Thursday, Phoenix upended
Philadelphia 111-95.
Cavaliers 113, Knicks 111,
Cleveland's. Jim Clearnons
tied the Knicks at 107 with 16
left. With the game tied at 109,
Nate Thurmond hit a running
hook shot but Walt Frazier
knotted, things up again with a
jumper with just 36 seconds
left.
Austin Carr's basket with 18
seconds left won the game for
the Cavs, who then forced Bob
McAdoo to miss from in close
in the last five seconds.
Rockets 114, Pistons 107
The Rockets overcame a
nine-point halftime deficit to
defeat Detroit. Mike Newlin
came off the bench to score 27
points and was aided by
teammates Moses • Malone,
who had 25 points and 23
rebounds Rudy Tomjanovich
, 24 points) and Calvin Murphy
422) as Houston kept pace in
the frantic Ventral.
Trailblazers 112, Spurs 104
Portland handled San
Antonio despite losing Bill
Walton and Larry Steele on
fouls in the fourth quarter.
Maurice Lucas scored 23
points and Dave Twardzik
added 20 as the Blazers stayed
atop the Pacific Division with
their 24th victory in 25 home,.
games this season.
Suns 111., 76ers 95 -
Phoenix stopped
Philadelphia's seven-game
winning streak as rookie Ron
Lee -had his best game as a
Pr1k.
The Oregon grad scored 211
points, grabbed 15 rebounds,
assisted on eight Suns"
baskets, stole the ball six
times and blocked a shot.
"You bet this was my best
game," said Lee. "I felt good.
I wanted to take the ball to tge
hoop just about every time
got it."
SUPER FRESHMAN -Racer freshman pan! Lamy Basher pets sop a *apes against Middle Ton
nesse*. Berber's big steel in the closing seconds wee NW of the keys la the Merrily Will. Barber
has already helped Marrey win four geinu Ws season with his outstanding play oft the bench.
(stilts Pluot• by Ms &maks)
Former Governor Star Jackson Now
Graduate Assistant At Alma Mater
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn.
( AP) - A crippling fall five
years ago ended a promising
basketball career for Howard
Jackson at Austin Peay State
University. Now Jackson is
back - as an APSU graduate
assistant coach.
While painting in Cum-
berland City, Tenn. in 1972,
Jackson plunged some 80 feet
from his perch, falling
through a skylight and landing
on a metal tool chest.
The fall, coming just before
his senior year and taking
away his ability -to play
basketball, almost killed his
feeling for the game, Jackson
says.
"Right after the accident, I
didn't even want to go inside
the -gym and watch. I
remember sometimes I used
gti to practices and hate it.
Just sitting and watching the
other guys got tome."
"I debated with myself a lot
about whether I could face
basketball- again," Jackson
said. "( But I decided the
game had given me so much
that I needed to give it what I
could in return."
Jackson's return to the
game in any form could be
considered a miracle.
Doctors agreed the 6-7
Kentucky native was lucky to
be alive after the fall. Both of
his legs were badly damaged
in the accident.
These days, Jackson can
walk and even Oaf a version
of basketball designed to
accomodate his limited
mobility. In the game,
Jackson says neither player
can venture outside the foul
lane or go after rebounds if a
shot is missed.
"I-win some and I lose some.
I played my wife once, and she
beat me. A lot of times after I
play I get to feeling down
about things," he said.
But Jackson now wants to
make it as a coach. His goal is
to run his own high school
program, and he coached
junior high school players in
Jonesboro, Ga. last year prior
to returning td'Austin Peay --





a starting guard - as a
graduate assistant.
Head basketball Coach Lake
Kelly, who coached Jackson in
high school and college and
later took him in during
Jackson's recuperation, says
the former standout has the
makings of a good coach,
"He 'relates to people well,
and he 'goes after the work
hard, just as he did as a
player. I think he really wants
to be a good coach," Kelly
said.
But still, Jackson has those
haunting feelings.
"I still wonder a lot why it
happened to me and not to
somebody else," he said.
"And I think sometimes that








LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
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Everything in the store is on sale. Values up to 50% Off
All Sale Ends Feb. 5
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Ohio, New York, New Jersey
Under Energy Emergencies
• By The Associated ss
Ohio. New "York and New
.Jersey ni.re under energy
'1)1.9 :alleles today as officials
to conserve dwindling
atui at gas supplies. The fuel
irsrs in the Northeast
i'ireatened- to add more than
•• !Ann() new layoffs to the
inks of the estimated 400,000
ilreadx "energy unem-
;,ioyed."
Meanwhile, the governors of
Florida, PorinsVeania and
• rennessec "askea" President
'irrter to declare their states
Thsaster areas.
. And an Arctic cold front
settlitu; over the Midwest and
,*--
1..ast was expected to drop
lomperatures to below zero
ord--possibly cause some. cuts-
-natural gas supplies for
residential users.
In Washington, Congriess
Inas scheduled today to take
up President - Carter's
eiiiergency energy proposal
that would give him power to
redirect natural gas supplies
to energy-starved areas.
The unusually cold weather
east of the Rocky Mountains
nits already dosed sonic 4,000
plants and-caused the 400,000
layoffs, according to federal
energy officials. Officials in
several states said they expect
applications for unem-
ployment benefits and food
stamps to soar. beoause of
layoffs caused by the natural
gas shortages.
Elsewhere in the freeze belt
Thursday, officials in
Philadelphia declared a state
RESTAUR NT
BA R• • 0
SPE( I it /SI
Sunshine
Special
Lets All Celebrate A Day Of Sunshine?




Circler Of Our Famous
Bar-be-que Ribs
$299





All the trimmings means...Our famous salad bar,
potato of your choice, loaf of bread, hush pup-
pies for the fish.
309 It llith Westside of Campus
Hillman Lyons, Owner
_61. emergency because Of
natural- -gas shortages; bid-
vird conditions swept nor-
thern Illinois and parts of
Michigan: the Mississippi.
Ohio and Illinois Rivers were
frozen and barges carrying oil
and other supplies remained
locked in ice; temperatures
hit minus 30 in North Dakota




losses and high feed bills were
costing the state's farmers an
estiniated $2 million daily.
Ohio Gov. James Rlikles
declared .an energy
emergency Thursday but
withheld, at least for now,
sweeping powers the
declaration gives htmlo close
schools and businesses and
reallocate fuel supplies.
Rhodes said his action was
prompted by subzero tem-
peratures due-in the state this
weekend, along with virtual
cutoffs Thursday of sonic
school and all industrial
natural gas supplies.
Earlier Thursday, all major
gas utilities in the state
limited most large industrial
users to maintenance levels.
The shutdowns, designed to
protect gas supplies for
residential users, were ex-
pected to cause 250,000 layoffs.
Ohio school Supt. Martin
Essex said that more than 400
of the state's 617 school
districts will close today until
further notice.
New York Gov. Hugh
Carey's state of emergency
empowered the state Energy
Office and the Public Service
Commission to take whatever
steps necessary to cut down
natural gas consumption.
Officials said there was no
chance of cutoffs for
residences, but they • urged
homeowners to turn down
their thermostats and do
everything possible to con-
serve fuel..
As he iSsued the emergency
oi der, Carey also directed the
National Guard to mobilize ti
help Buffalo and Erie County
(14; out from snow and ice. The
iii•ea had been paralyzed
dui 11 the day by a blizzard.
which came 011 top of already
Pcnril snowfalls.
.. Gov. Brendan Byrne or-
dered almost all public
buildings and most apartment
houses and hotels in New
Jersey to immediately turn-
down thermostats.
The governor acted as
possibilities increased thlt a-
major energy crisis.* would
confront the state and as three
of the four gas companies
serving New 'Jersey an-
nounced natural gas cuts to
industrial and commercial
users that could put at least
25,000 workers off the job.
Pennsylvania Gov. Milton
Shapp said Thursday he has
asked President Carter to
' declare an emergency in his
state and give it excess
natural gas supplies from
other states.
The natural gas crisis will
force some Pennsylvanians
into mass care centers unless
nonessential businesses
comply with Gov. Shapp's
request to close, a spokesman
for the governor predicted.
Strap made his plea for the
mass closings in a statewide
television address Thursday
night as the latest cold wave
approached the state.
On Wednesday Shapp or-
dered all public and private
schools in the.state closed for
three days to conserve nalural
gas supplies.
Some 50,000 workers
already have been laid off in
Pennsylvania and the number
could double within two
weeits, Paul Smith, state
secretary of Labor • and -
Industry, said Thursday.
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• Full bolts, 45" wide
• 100% Cotton Prints
• Famous "Concord" Quaritv
• Hurry, for this great buy'
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Jergens regular or extra dry







Tek Toothbrushes with soft, medium or tirm
bnssles Stock up now
J
Soft, absorbent and strong. . .
SCOTT®
PRODUCTS




Choose from one of these great paper buys.
Viva Towels, 125 sheets; Viva Napkins,
140, 1-ply sheets of Soft Weave bathroom





Fast pain relief for headaches or





For minions who should not take
aspirin Tylenol for fast safe relief
10010 bottle
.1•Air -7" •rin P•61







For upset stomachs with headache Of body Relieves sinus congestion
 hay fever





misery and head colds distress '.fl oz
i-o-tmcgt
Wrigley's°Gum Hershey-ets® Dish Cloths
$1 99 e PRICEROSES 4 PPRICELOW S ROSESPRICELOW ROSES 7LOW
Choose Wrigley's Rlen-T-Pak* in Spew- Delicious Hershey-e
ts The bite size Her- Package of three Chah cloths Cnbose 12 x
mint, Doubtemint or Juicy Fruit flavors shey Net vet 16-oz
ROSES FANTASTIC
FABRIC SALE







4 A" or 13s 14 cloths in many colors
LADIES' FLUFFIES
2 Pair For 79c











Regularly Sells for 1" yd.
Many Yards To Choostfrom
4' • ,'•••
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MIK GETTING TOGETHER TO BRING
Callowai County Schools ;:--01.
ke '12,000




*This is a one-time one-year project




PROPOSED PROGRAM FOR 1977
97th and 8th grade teams at
ALL Elementary Schools
•131- Team at Calloway County High School
VARSITY PROGRAM WITHIN 2 YEARS
._ With your help...
football in Calloway County Schools could become a reality. If, together we ad
immediately and demonstrate our interest by making our pledges and donations NOW.
PLEDGE and DONATION FORM
CALLO WAY COUNTY FOOTBALL P
ROGRAM
CHECK ONE: ( ) PLEDGE ( ) 
DONATION
AMOUNT: ( ) $150 (approximately cost 
of one uniform)




Kindly include this form with your 
donation, make your check payable 
to
the Calloway County Football Fund 
and mail to either of the 
members of
the finance committee:
PAUL WAYNE GARRISON RONNIE 
JACKSON
Box 86, Murray, Ky. Box 86, M
urray, Ky.
ROB McCALLON
Box 86, Murray, Ky.
HAVE you MADE YOUR PLEDGE?
All Donations Are Tax Dedudable
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ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) Irk-4
Friends, associates may want
to change some plans. Consider
carefully before objecting. -You
may see new values.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) d4W)
If dubious about certain
matters, give them further
study and, if necessary, seek
expert advice: In leisure time,
devote yourself to a hobby.. -
GEMINI
(May 72 to June 21)
Some "fireworks" indicated
in personal matters. Don't
become overly emotional.




(June22 to July 23)
Do not fret over delays or
disappointments: Meet ob-
stacles with composure: YOU
can overcome them all.
LEO
f „Tidy 24 tr Aug. 231 4244g.
Do notiet a desire for comfort
or pleasure cause you to neglect
duties important to your future.
Be tactful in making requests,
not demanding.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. M)
Be careful in your ap-
proaches. Also, be enthusiastic
about all endeavors or your
effects may not Impress, may
not produce the results you
desire.
LIBRA
(Sept 24 to Oct 23) -
One of your ideas which
__others might_ corisider
"visionary" seems to have solid
foundation, so give • it more
thought and don:1 let others
discourage you.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22) nliets
A day calling for flexibility.




FOR SATURDAY, JANUARY 21, IfT/
What kind.of day will when new developments
tomorreiw be To find out what definitely call for a change of
the stars sax, reit() the forecast policy. '•
given for your birth Sign. SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Your impulse to "get going"
should be checked until
associates are ready to join you.
Forcing matters will only lead
to dissension. ,
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 301
xwiteOf
t46
With further thought, you now
see possibilities in hitherto
barren areas of achievement so,
if you're in a mood to take a
chance, go ahead. Success
likely.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Good stellar influences.
Especially favored: real estate
interests, home improvements,
family concerns and social
activities.
PLSCES 
XOU( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) .
You may not be in the best
position to take action on a
cherished project just now, but
that needn't deter you from
keeping your plans in mind.
YOU BORN TODAY
endowed with a fine mind, lofty
ambitions and a truly Scin-
tillating sense of humor. You
have the "gift of gab" and can
sell yourself and your wares to
anyone — even total strangers.
You loathe anything that seems
"dull" — whether people or
tasks — but you MUST learn to
adapt yourself. There are times
when one has to deal with those
of slower comprehension, must
carry on with tedious chores.
Fighting them only makes them
more difficult Your talents are
many, but you could especially
shine as artist, journalist, 
musician, designer or
decorator. Birthdate of: Wm.
McKinley, 25th Pres., U.S.A.;






Prevention of Down's Syndrome
By FJ L Blasingame, M D
Q: Mrs J.G. is considering
marriage to a healthy young
man who has a Mongoloid
brother, and she wants to know
if something can be done to pre-
vent her from having a
























Au thecized Muth lender Center
BARRETT'S ,
SERVICE CENTER
-639 S. 4th St.
Phone 753-9868
nage.
A: The exact cause of
Mongoloidism (Down's syn-
drome) is unknown. and absolute
prevention is not possible. A
Down's syndrome birth occurs
once in about every 550 deliv-
eries in the general population.
The chances of your having a
child suffering from Down's syn-
drome during your cooternpl-
atRi marriage—are - reA sigrol5
cantly greater because your,
fiance' has a brother who has the
disease.
Down's syndrome births are
much more common in older
women, especially those over
age 35. Pregnancies should be
planned in early life to reduce
the chances of such a birth.
In certain pregnancies, ex-
amination of the amniotic fluid
may show chromcsornal defects
that are characteristic of Down's
syndroma if so,' a therapeutic
abortion can be performed to




Q: Mr. ON is curious about
beefalo meat and its health ad-
vantages. •
A: The beefalo is a relatively
new breed of hybrid animal that
has been developed during the
last two decades It consists of
three-eighths buffalo, three-
eighths Charolais (a French
breed of large, white cattle) and
two-eighths Hereford, a long-es-
tablished quality beef animal
that originated in Eland.
Beefalo requires no grain feed-
ings but grows to about 1,000
pounds on rass grazing in a
year. maturing in about two
years. The meat is said to be
tender and edible, and the pro-
tein content is high.
Beefalo meat can be produced
at a lower cost and has promise
of worldwide benefit as a source
of complete animal protein.
because the animals can live
and mature on gr.
Cipmft..1177 UMW Flynn. 5). nhair
NEW DIRECTOR
UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa.
(AP) — Dr. Kenneth P. Morti-
mer was recently named direc-
tor of the Center for the study
of Higher Edyeation at Penn-
sylyania State UniVersity.
'Phe center "was-tstablished—
to expand, complement, and
'nnsnlidate the programs Of re-
 Ai seth education, and serviiein higher education.. . ."
What is Your Most
Erroneous Zone?
From the best seller. All about
worry.. .and how youitan learn
to stop worrying. And keep












in this bath ,..,•1111- safety









Featirt: , 023s1 -cio.o-
s•Wct —4:$1600- teeny--
lug rails,' foot pedal re-
lease; single 'drbp• side
lock and adjustable steel




T Economical seat has--fnolded• tub-ular construC.
Iron, white .double wall











Sieving . going 15
minutes. Nylon
scrim seat in red
or blue:- Models
1001R Or 10033s
er has l' pad.
le or ;e)low.
121opC,
BUSY POT • • •
Encou'rage baby's curiosity, ex
development.- Handles turn,






















• ler -fold& easily.












)14-oz, medicated. powder, 16-oz. ba-
by lotion' or oil, Or 24-oz. baby pow-
der. 
.....__
.ncludes 6 tiVders and cap-5,-6 nip=






























Spin the ball round and round and watch the but-
terflies, flutter around inside te see-through
plastic.
Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.ley, Equal Opportunity Employer
1-6 Sun. Limit Rights Reserved Acres of Free Parking'
753-8777
3 8-oz. plastic nursers at
one low price' Rings,







Soft elk leath: 7 7




It's a drum on one 66side, a drop box on
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Schedules For Sat Jan. 29 - Friday, Feb. 4 PROGRAM SCHEDULE"CHANNEL 11
JANUARY 31 to FEBRUARY 4


























6:30 - lbws .
7:N -Sylvester
$:01- keeloy Doe 1:10-Smosiry
- Woodpecker 9;10T .z





























11:30- Wey Out Gooses
1201IN -Childress Rho
11:00-Lon the lest 10:30- Ark N













12:4110-Childrea's Illa4:00- W.W. of Sports I
5:30- Newsmen;
1 :OS - 7111A
1:30- MIA
12:00 -Goal Rid
12:30 - Noonan Cassidy
2:00- lbws Con.
1:00- liessie lay I loner 1:011- P.0& Peaty
6:00 -Mose Nall I 2:00 1:30 two






400- World of Sports
- Shaw





2:00 -Rio 6 ,

















2: 15 - Nowswatdo
7:00- Weeder Wes= -,5:30-11misthe





6:10 -Some at 6 7:30 -Bob Nhothert








COO - Nee Now
71110-Mary Tyhor Moore
7:30-The la Nether,-News
10: 15 - News
10:30 -Sonsay & Co.
$30-Alt.
7:00-Water Wields & Tooke gm_ carol gamy.
10100-SM. kith M 10 10:11-News




1:00- Al in tie Fess&
111:30 - Alice
140-Carol Donsett






1 I :30 - Nashville
12:00- Beck Owens
12130 Goad lbwsmm.... _ _...._- 
TV GUIDE FOR SUNDAY
1:00- With This Rion
1:15-News
WNGE-2
6:30 - Nide ear.




9:30 - Rex Norabord
10:30- Woodnieort &pt.








7:31- Day Disc. 7:00 the Meagre 7:110-541111 01raof -Deans
1:00 - kenos Ribs.. 7 :30 - Jeff s Cele
1:30-bed Roberts SAO -Noriville Gospel
1:00- Gospel Nr. 6, No _Day if Discogery
10:00-A41v. of Gilligem 1:W-Dismonsions i Faith
10:30 Animals 1:30-It Is Witte.
7:30-Cori Rooton
5:410-550101 %Mot
8 :30 -Jams Robison
4:00 - G•1111 lbws
9:30-bed Roberts
-




10:30- Nimuid :of Troth
-Nam




































1140 - Pebroc Affairs
li 12:00-News
-Imes -Cammoosky
11:30-Deo Tenn ICS-Nen& of Toth ' 111: 50 - New Of Pomo,
11:111 -011Misots
11:30-Tem. Meanly '
12:00- iSSINIS & Answers




5:30 - Ithid Rbogdone
0:00-Drew & Nerdy




11 : NI - Globe Awards
1:00-News
I
12:00-ir. Anything Gees I I :1111- Ebony Spectrum
I 1:36- RAMS12:30-Directions 11:30-nao tie Press
1:00- &posters 12:0111-Grawation 12:00N - Eiplinger
I 2:30-Am. landstenod 12:30- Ilesketball
1 3:30-Nerd of Sports 2.311 - &Mope Workshop
' 5:00 - INII Deno 11110- no ispierets
5:30- Ilnd Kingdom 3:10-111thieson Smog.
12:15-Las WV 
i
124.$ - MIA Owsketheil
3:00 - $as Diego Opea
5:00-News
1:00-Domalim4ion. _4:.311 _,._IFamig Mimic






10:15 - 701 Choi
-Scthe on

















5:45 - Woolbot - Country Mensal I
WPSD-6
4: 25 - art44' 544/14
KFVS-12
6:00-Sinoris• Sem.6:00 - Good Morn Am






kb Modal _ 15--nevessokan .
bill -IMO Warty
- Sperobs




1:00 tongeren1.30 -Grime Acres
Griffith
11:00-Doe No Saw 6:2S- Meowing. On 5
7:011- Today 7:00 Moran News 1:30-Romper Rees.
-Captain
9:00 - Price Is Right9:03-Andy II:PO-Ryon Nemo -




12:1111- Al My Mares
12:30- Family hood
101/11-5111,0N Pyransid
I :30 - Oft eth 
- Copia Ilangnreo
7:31-- Trolley 1:00-Price Is Right
cls -Sam Today 10:00-0.thie Dore
0:30 - Teo* 10:30- lone Of life
1:110 - Medd
111:00 -Ninth of Fertvos
10 30 -Shoot the Stars
11:10 -Nome Tlon Toth
I I:3e- lann
10:30- Ls" 45 04
1055-News -
11:00 - Yam/ 4 bine"
11' le f.r T.11:30-All My Mel. 2:15-Gen. &width 11:00- Yew" And Restless
111140-111beal 0 Fortson
& 5•14844 -Siercil
12:00 Pieter*12:00 -Itsow'S Moo•
12: 30 - Fese0y Feed
1:00-520 000 Pyramid,
1: he _Nee If. te Uwe
3,00 -UP MIS*
3:30-.4111Si,
4101 M -1h MGM Moe. 
COD F - Woks Worksbep
,11:311-Searth For To mer
10:31-SUM Ms %ors 1 2; gni -sta.* Carr.
i i :ii - NOM That Tone 12:20PM -Nom bows
11:30-The Near new 12:30- World Toros
121nDeTs oillow_Livm 14311--Geidig-light
,,1200-Newsr 119set















I :30 - Dooms 240 - AI lo The Family
2:00-Anotbor Moth 2:30 - Mahn Game






3:10 - &overly 1111111Kis3:30 - Brody bench
4:00 - big Valley
3:31 - Samford 3:30-Dialing Per Dolan
4:00- Bewitched





4:30- boorgeacy 0..5; 3o _ Nears
5:15- Weather 6:00 - News
5:30-News
- 6:41111-Scase 6 1





TV GUIDE FOR MONDAY
WNGE-2
0:30-Oily











7 :4111 -Cap. 0 141111.4
II:00-Am. &mit Awards
10:00-Newt














11:00 -Sway A Cber
12:00-News
WPSD-6












10; 30 _ movie
1.31-News
. TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
WNGE-2














7:01 - Mock Sheep
















7:00 - BMA 51199P 
•0:00- Police Woman





6,30 _ Name The T
7:00-Who's Whe
































9:10 - Was of Noe Ones.













6; 30 _ Nashville meek
7:00-Movie





















. TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY ,
WNGE-2










6: 1 S - News
4:30-News
7:00- Utter
7:3._ whits piw omhig






















7:00 - Wakens ....--













9:00-Sts. if Si. him.
10:00-News





2: 30 - Movie
• TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
WNGE-2 WI L.3 WSM-4 • WTVF-5 • WPSD-6 •KFVS-12
: 6:30- &sheik 0:00 - Caches Pete MO -Sanford 1.30- Tell Me Tarn 6:30- C.andid Cameo 6:313 - Gay ..,
7:00-Samford •7:00 - Dowry & Marie 6:15-News 7: 30 - Chice
1:00 bonicy
740- Cede It 7:00 Ciode I




11:1111- Tea Who berth 7:30 o 11:00 - Sewn & Chow-
1040 -Seer - at 10 9:I1-1x4c16•4 it 9:00- twoortivo Sotto1:00 - %MO
10:00- Mowswondo
10:30- Mary Nortonan
I:00- 256 Ansiv. of 10:30- Tonight
12:00- Tomorrow
111:00-News 10:00-News Ileet 10:00-12 Reports
lloodeteth
10:30- Geasnoske 10:30- Torino Show 10:00-Movie
11:00-S.W.A.T.





12:00 - Midrib? Special 12:30-News
1:20 -111 Orb 11 :37 - Illevie I:00 - &mosso Thom»

























































News Sports News Sports .
Weather Weather 
ro-Ts- Focus
-%775y • qaire FUT-
Outdoors AdventGre
The Travelure Knock Knock Milestones of
Pro_gress
Sign-off  Soff SLan-off 
Oral Communication with Speech and Theatre
Fred Cornelius with Book Review
MSU Economist
Wayne Beasley with History
1. MSU Political Scientist
2. Dewdrop Rowlett, Coach of
3. William Fletcher,.Culture





through Foreign Language ,
Margaret Trevathan with Li4rary Corner
Fred Overton, MSU Head Basketball Coach
The Rev. Lawson Williamson








Soundtracks are a very
important facet not only to the
motion picture industry but
also to the recording industry.
A soundtrack is the music that
comes directly off the film and
most of all are selected cuts
from the movie.
The music ik a motion
--Picture is important because it
sets the mood of the
cbaracters and the audience.
Today we will look at two top
rated soundtracks that are
very popular and one that's
not well known. .
"A Star Is Nero"
This soundtrack is the most
popular of the three and
• _fratures_two--top___ recording
artists - Barbra Streisand
and Kris Kristofferson.
My first reaction to the
album is that Kristofferson is
not only overshadowed in the
movie by Streisand but so are
his vocals. Streisand can
really belt out a tune and has
twice as many on the sound-
track recording than does
Kristofferson.
Kris does great on the
soundtrack opener, "Watch
Closely Now." His vocals are
the kind you have to listen to
over and over to get any en-
joyment. Anyhow, this is the
best one by Kris.
Barbra may look ugly to
some people in the movie but
her singing is simply fantastic
and very moving. The
greatest cut is the smash hit
single "A Star Is Born
(Evergreen I." This cut is
written by the great Paul
Williams and the cut is very
well orchestrated, vocalized
and produced. Also, Barbra
and Kris sing the theme song
great toward the end of the
soundtrack.
The most moving cut is the
medley "With One More Look
At You-Watch Closely Now."
The cut has a mixture of
everything • tender and
emotional vocals to a hard
rock boogie vocal.
The only stickler about the
album is the price - $8.98 -
w,hat a rip-off.
"King Kong"
• The. - musical score
probably ignored by many in
the giant gorilla movie of the
year - "King Kong." The,
music is down by none other
than the great John Barry who
dicidentally does the music for
the 7ames Bond movies.
The soundtrack is pretty
good except for the natives
dance which sound like dish-
.pana rattling. The "King Kong
Theme" is heard throughout
the soundtrack and it Ca a
beautiful cut.
Another exciting plus on the
album that the kids would
enjoy is the roars of Kong as
well as the last few heartbeats
are heard as-the great Kong
by J. D. Lancaster
This is one of the sound-
tracks in which I•have yet to
see the movie. However,
according to the reviews I
have read, the movie is pretty
raunchy particularly when it
is Lennon-McCartney songs
done with a World War II
background.
• The soundtrack album- is a
two record set and is
beautifully packaged and at a
reasonable price - $10.98. The
big selling point about the
album set is the various ar-
tists that perform these Beatle
hits - Leo_Sayer, Helen Reddy, *
Jeff Lynne of ELO, The Four *
Seasons, the Bee Gees, Elton
John, Frankie Lane, and  *
Henry Gross.
The bad point about the *
eft • mum • •
singing Lennon-McCartney "With A. Little Help From My
especially Helen Reddy and Friends." A four star per-
Leo Sayer. They need to stay formance is done by Rod
in their field. However, the Stewart on "Get Back."
Bee Gees do a great job orbit.
"Golden Slumbers" and an • The real name of the British
excellent job is done by Jeff writer Ford Madox Ford was
Lynne on "Nowhere Man" and Ford Madox Hueffer
***** *************************4
We Nave The Top Nits
• Jimmy Buffett 
Moro fred Mann s *
Earth Band *-* High Cumberland Jubilee The Soaring Silence I&
• The Largest Selection of Tapes and Albums I n this orec
Special Discount To
All Students Each Week
TV Service Center
*- Centro' Shopping Caster 753-51165 *album is that most of these
artists just are not -good in
dies. ,
Overall, the music is con-
sidered to be somber with bass •
horns that portray the .
prescence of Kong. We just
can not wait until a movie is
done about King Kong and





of the first building of the
CHAPEL MAUSOLEUM
Considerablt savings are available for a limited time toward
purchase of Mausoleum Crypts. For additional information,
call: 733-2654 or send coupon below to:
MEMORIAL GARDENS





"All This And' 
• i•
I \ \ ,











DO YOU believe the Holy
Bible is God's -inspired
• t- word? Would you like to
learn more about God's
plan for you? Call 753-
0984. It is not a recor-
ding._ This is also our
business phone.
THE FLEA MARKET
Bargain Center is now
open, Dover, Tennessee.
Operated by Joe Bailey
and Linda Dill, located
in the rOld Joe Martin
Building), 3 miles West
of Dover on Highway 79.
Across from. Uncle Joes
Discount Store. Hun-
dreds of items. Some
brand n,ew. Open 6 days
a week and Sunday
afternoons. Bargains





H CU SE BUCK!!
No Foolin....Six
Different S*ctions
For Only A Dollar
...And That Includes
Ctifee knri la!
One Buck Gels It
Perkins.
















Aid Sales. Free seY•viCe
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday.
Beltone of Benton, 1200







requeFaffet fet ewer Me





ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE-
LY SO. PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM-
PTLY IN CASE OF AN
ERROR
4fl,./ NEVER WROTE TO ME
OR CALLED ME t3,17 I
57iLL THOU6Y-17 ABOUT 'rat



























Due to the inclement
weather the NEW
CONCORD GROCE-
RY will deliver to
people in the New
Concord area, who






Chestnut is having a
Heat Wave Sale. One
group decorators
pillows, all toilet seats,
all shower curtains, all
candles, all tablecloths,
Lv Price. All designer
sheets reduced 40 per
cent, one table ac-
cessories reduced' Sale






Pest Control100 South 13th





























Poison Control  753-7588
Senior Citizens  753-0929
Needtine 753-NHD











you to bring your
Vollcswagon, Porsche.






Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Mondty-
Thursday 7:30-11:30;
Friday & Saturday 7:36-
3:30. Appointment at













for new $20.00 bill at
Country Music Show





bring us yours for extra
Iv4de_fm.r0 191.1'
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking




for free visit and in-
formation, 7534881.






Sinking Spring Baptist Church












,../AS JUST SAYING To
HO./ NOCE -T
WOULD BE +F THE
*AcGCN,GLES
DROPPED B:!)











male or female. Full-
time or part-time. Apply











You hA,e many cho,ces
in the Air Force --more
than a hundred ,techni-
cal Occupations with
free training and, 4m- •
med,ate responsttntity
afterwards Plus excel-
lent benefits and very







Great Ntiy of Life
LADIES OR HUSBAND
wife team. Queensway
to fashion is expanding
in your area. Need
counselors and




Call 901-885-9150 or 885-
1$9.
NEED BODY MAN.
Experienced in all round




benefits. Will help man
relocate references.
Salary based on ex-
perience. East Side
Paint and Body Shop, P.
0. 9005, Columbia, S, C.
29290, 803-776-5244.
WORK AT HOME in
spare time earn $250.00
per 1000 stuffing en-,
















Part Time at borne. Age
and Education no
barrier. Send self ad-
dressed stamped en-
velope. King, Box 233
UM Mantua, N. J. 08051.
SOMEONE TO stay with
gentleman for room,
board and salary. Call











post 3 years and
are now working





how you con make































































14 Want To Bur
WANTED - USED
electric stove in good
working condition. Call
753-1348.







15. Articles For Sale
BATH TUB EN-
CLOSURE kits. Mar-
bleized and solid colors
' can be installed by
amateur. Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
DILL ELECTRIC has
furnace blower motors






LOFTY PILE, free from
soil is the carpet cleaned
with Blue Lustre, rent
electric shampooer. Big









bed, inner string, $49.50.
Cherry gate leg table,
$75.00. , Couch,,20.
Scallop oak square
table, $20. Harp ' oval
table, $20. Electric
range, $119. Petticoat




Square oak and walnut




sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.













and Service, 500 Maple





NEED GRAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner
or new spray equipment
for spring. Agri-
Products has them. Call
753-2958.
19 Farm Equipment
FOR ALL YOUR fencing




FOR SALE - fiberglass
Jon boat with sails and
rigging for fishing or
sailing, $200. Fireplace
mantle, $25. One ton












party to take over
Spinet Piano. Easy






Players, $500. Five foot
Grand, $750. Upright,











organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across




made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Hea thopedlc -o-r faun.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,











buy, sell or horsetrade,
607. South 4th. Call 436-
2575.
26. TV-Radio
TV SALE. Drive to cuba






27 Mobile Home Sales
1973 12 x 60 trailer for
' sale. Also one trailer for
rent. Call 753-3473.
12 x 70 1974 NEW MOON.
Two bedrooms, 1 and 14
baths, all electric. rCall
753-4548 after 5 p. m.
For One Full Week Only
r Friday, Jan. 22 thru Thursday, Feb. 31
L.P.'s only $499
Regular Tapes Only $599
Includes Top
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29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM trailer




dition. Electric. $80 for.,
single, $85 for couple.
Call 753-8216.
12 x 50 ALL ELECTRIC
fully furnished mobile
home. lit miles East of




• __mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.4
.1 Call 753-3280.






Central heat and air.
Private deck. Cat 763-
7550.






32 ApPtIlelt,, Fei Rent
TWO BEDROOM hi,-
fished brick. $150 a.
month. Near campus.






month. All utilities plus
cable T. V. furnished.
Call 753-9829.





33 Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 436-
2510.
34. Houses For Rent
t;IfilINISHED HOUSE for
College boys. Available




February 7. Call 753-
4726.
•
34 Houses For Rent
FOR RENT - FIVE
ROOM HOUSE. Bath,
upstairs. Off 94 East
near.1441 Highway. Call
753-9673.
ONE BEDROOM house in
Hazel, Unfurnished. Call
492-8746.
36. For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
FOR LEASE - Building,




hogs and steer calves.




puppies, 6 weeks odd.
YOUNG LADY will share
3 bedroom house with 1





Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
Moment Of Truth
The situation is this.
Husband is transferred to a
new job A great flistance
away. The family decided to
sell theirlikome. It it is not
sold prior to the husbarocks 
departure, should the wife
and children remain behind
or accompany him to the
new location and try to sell
an empty house?
Speaking as a REALTOR -
not a marriage counselor - I
must advise that the choice
will be a matter of finance
versus emotions. Why?
Experience, shows that an
empty house is tougher to
sell and brings less money. A
house devoid of furniture
loses its charm and ap-
pearance of livability. Scars
and blemishes show up. Em-
pty rooms look smaller
without furniture.
On the average, an empty
house will bring about 5 to 6
per cent less. In some cases,
discounts „of u to 10 per
cent are not unusual. Also,
selling time is longer for an
empty house despite the
paradox that the buyer can
move in almost im-
mediately.
Consulting with peopir
about their real estate needs
is our specialty. Drop by Pur-
dom & Thurman on the
court square or call Bat
Mobley 753-4451 or 753-
8958. We're here to help!
MURRAY
ELECTRONICS & SECURITY
If It s Electronic We'll Service It
TV's, Radios, Stereos, C.B. Radios serviced.
Fire IL Security Equipment Installed.
603 South 4th Street Eddy Williams




at your local grocery
We guarantee you'll like 'em.
When the weather is frightful the fireplace is delightful
especially ,in this lovely brick home with 4 bedrooms,
living room, dining area, family room, 2 baths, rec room







"411-40sE DEMOCRATS DON'T UNDER-
STAND THAT FIRST WE HAVE TO





homes up to the 20's.
Come by Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate, across from the
post office or call 753-
3263.
COZY COMFORT is the
337 woffrcir this attractive
three bedroom brick
veneer home on wooded
corner lot in Westwood
Subdivisiorf. City water
and sewer, 2 baths, all
built-ins in kitchen,
central heat and air,
patio, Zcar garage with
double concrete
driveway. New and
.ready for someone to
move right invAtotr, will
love the up-to-the-
minute appointments.






half Border Collie. $10.00
and $15.00. Call 437-4164.
REGISTERED
LABRADOR, 3 years
• old. $50. Call 489-2364.









n to 1, •
books, rugs, plants,




bedroom, 1.',2 bath home
near Murray High
School. Home is ex-
tremely neat and nicely
decorated, has central




REALTY, at 753-1222 for
more information on






division with 3 large
bedrooms, 2 baths,






room, 2 car garage and
many extras. This home
has lovely decor and is
truly unique. Phew* us
today for an ap-




- bedroom brick veneer




$26,000. Call 753-8080 or




4 bedroom Midi with 2
baths, fireplace in rho
southwest wittiest NA city.
2 Bedroom
OR S. SIb, electric Imiut, 1
window Or coadhistaer. A
berg& lass Him $20,000.
3 Bedroom
Oa Melrose with mop hush,
utty, brick, rood boom
kw only $23,500.
2 lkievtityl Names
Ono on 641 North nomr Scot-
ts Grove Baptist Church mid
ona emir country deb on 94
West. You mod to sito
'vol..
Wirt, Ins. & Real EOM*
757-3267 Anytime








1969 GRAND PRIX. Good




49. Used Cars 8 Trucks
1976 TRANS AM Firebird.
Firethorn 'red, all.




miles. Air and 2 new
satires. Excellent ('on-
dition. Call 753-8149 after
3 p.
• 1976 BUICK REGAL,
automatic, power and
air, bucket sieVs AM-
FM stereo tape. 350 four
barrel. Call 489-2666.
FOR SALE 1970 Buick
Electra. 225 has al:
power and air, cruise
control. Extra clean car.
$1575. Also have 1968
Ethel Pacer with rebuilt
engine and refinished
-body, $600. If interested
call 753-6564.
1970 CHEVELLE Malibu
2 dr. h. t., 350 automatic
with air. $850.00. Phone
354-6217.
carpet and wall paper. 153-5506.
HE WANT ADS
49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
1969 PONTIAC
Executive, brown, air.




diesel engine, 10 speed r.
r. transmission. Tan-
dem axle. Engine and
transmission like new.
Looks good. $3500 or
trade. Call 436-5353.
1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8





Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
1 Servicec Offered
TAXES PREPARED,
will pick up information
needed at. your home
and return completed
form to you. Call Jim













Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
=26.
48 Automotive ServiceTWO TO FOUR acres for
sale in a wooded area.
Near Coldwater on GOOD USED MU) and
-Ca11-48------snow-tiresFottr 1-10046
Call 753-9610.2651.
TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 75-4418.
FOR SALE - 80 acres,




HAMLIN, KY. a house
and one acre of land on
Ky 444 and McFarlane
Road. Good well and
septic system. Many
large trees for a nice
shady homesite. Call
John C. Neubauer.
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
753-0101 or . Pam
Rodgers, 753-7116.
REALTORS
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 75311361
46 Homes ror Sale
BIG HOUSE for family,












EIT OWNER - 400 South 6th
Street. Brick, 2t.2 baths. Up-
stairs - 3 bedrooms, storage
room, wall to wall carpet.
Two bedrooms downstairs,
large living- room, den, kit-
chen and 'dining roan.
Glassed front porch with
heat. Double glass enclosed
back porch. 2 fireplaces, one
gas log. Large full basement
- carpeted, is bath, four
separate rooms, laundry
room, one kitchen sink,
shower Double car garage
with extra room in back,
codipletety, insulated.
Double paved driveway, one
brick outbuilding, fruit





49 Used CdTS & Trucks
1977 'CAMARO, AM
steree'. Si cylinder. One


















chain, etc. Top condition
mechanically. Ready
for another 60,000 miles'
trouble free tran-
sportation. Book value,
$875. First $825 takes it.






vinyl roof, one_ owner.
• 'Call 753-6534. . •
1973 MAVERICK, 4 door.
V-8 automatic. Power
and air. 37,000 actual
miles. Excellent con-






1972 FORD PICKUP, 6
cylinder with air. 1968
Pontiac Bonneville with
air and power. May be
seen at Murray Muffler
Service, 7th and Maple
Street.
1976 GMC 34. TONHeavy
Duty tires and springs.
Low mileage. Perfect.




Good tires. 36,000 actual
miles. Call 753-9413 after
6:30
1969 DODGE 3a ton
pickup, V-8 automatic. 2
ton Ford, 1971 with grain
bed. Both in good con-
dition. Call 492-8877.
1972 CADILLAC El
Dorado, sun roof, AM-





Grand Torino, 2 dooc,...
$1275.9. Call- 901-642-







white. Bought new in




air. 307 V-8. $750. Call C.
0. Bondurant, 753-3460.
- 
1974 LTD BROUGHAM, 4
door hardtop. Many
extras. 30,000 ,actual





stereo, and tapea $4650
Call 753-4445. ..
1973 BUICK ELECTRA, 4
door, hardtop, AM-FM
stereo, tilt, cruise,
radial tires. $2756.. Call
753-4445.
1974 MARK IV Red With
white top. $5495. Call
7534445.





truck. Runs good. Call
492-8322. •
1971 DODGE VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic, 34
ton. Call 43524113 after 6:
HOME REPAIRS
SERVICE, remodeling,
anything from concrete •





by Sears save on these
high heat, and cooling
bills. Call, Doug Taylor




- and sheetrock finishing.





rates. Hour or contract.
Call 753-0391.
TILE TILE - TILE.
Complete patio and
porches, brick and tile,
showers, entrance,
kitchens. Call J. R.
Hamilton, 753-8500.
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water







Don 753-9268 or 753-8046
till 4 p m
FENCE SALES- AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for





- your specifications. Call







-WILL DO inside or out-








struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
EXPERT BUILDING
- and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete





Hickory and oak. Call




barns, etc. Call 767-2357.
DRIVEWAYS WHITE






*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SAI I
*LEADING BRANDS-OF COSMETIC s
Annual Camper &
Travel Trailer Show




through Sunday, February 6
From 10 a.m.-9 p.m. Daily
at the
Paducah Mall, Paducah; Ky..




























for storm windows and
doors. Window glass,
mirrors, and auto glass






bank gravel. Call 436.
2306.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.








ficient service. NO job




work needs call John




male cats, 2 are Persian
and 1 short haired. All
have had distemper




Establish dealers with auto
repair shops, car dealers, auto
parts stores, service stations,
etc. New product with proven












$425.00 op, floors& reedy to am. Also precut, you build, as
low as $300.00. B s up to 24 s 60 standard, bot will roast
any tit. thi bast for his.
CUSTOM BUILT POIRABLI BUILDINGS 151-0114 
1975 Cadillac El Dorado Coupe, low Mileage, extra
nice.
1975 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, 12,000 actual miles,
new car trade in.
1975 Cadillac Coupe DeVille, new car trade in
1972 Cadillac SedoaDeyille, new car trade in
1976 Pontiac Astre. a little gas saver
1973 V.W. extra nice
1971 ford Maverick, 4 door. new c'ar trade in
1971 Ford Station Wagon, loaded.
1977 Pontiac Lemons Demonstrator.
1977 Pontiac Grand Prix, Demonstrator.
Come on in to Purdom Motors. Bring your old car and
title, see Jim Kurkendall or Bob Harrington for the
best deal in town.
010110110 PURDOM
Olds - Putties Coiner
•Satesliwl Cwoovise.. Ate Our.
AN. Coat en.'
1406 Wiest Mein /53-5715
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Deaths and Funerals I
Taylor Underhilrs Final Rites Held
runeral Saturday For Jack Spiceland
The funeral for Taylor
Underhill of, Murray Route
Three will be held Saturday at
ten a. m. at the chapel of the
Max Churchikruneral Horne
with the Rev. Randolph Allen
officiating and the Elm Grove
Baptist Church Choir with
Aubrey Cook as leader
providing the music and song
service. "
Nephews will serve as
pallbearers and burial will -
in the Union Ridge Cemetery
in Marshall County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Underhill, age 83, died
.Wednesday at 8:45 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a member of
Cadiz American Legion Post
and was a veteran of World
War I. Born December 18,
1893. in Trigg County, tie Was
the son of the late Joe Un-
derhill and Sarah Berkley
Underhill.
The deceased is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Lorene Turner
Underhill; four daughters,
Mrs. Nola Scarborough,
Granita City, Ill., Mrs. Louise
Scurlock, Dover, Tenn., Mrs.
Cathy Duncan and Mrs. Joyce
Duncan, Murray Route
Three; three sons,. Cortus,
Dover, Tenn., Glen Dale,
Murray, and Ronnie, Hardin
Route One; seven sisters,
Mrs. Cora Bryant, Colorado
Springs, Colo., Mrs. Rose
Colson and Mrs. Ora Lee
Walker. Benton. Mrs. Donie
Futrell and Mrs. Mamie
Underhill, Murray, Mrs. Cozy
Snyder, Cadiz, and Mrs. Pearl
Ellis, Louisville; three
brothers, Lloyd, Murray
• Route Three, Moscoe, Dexter
Route One, and Roscoe,
Benton Route Five; twelve
grandchildren; four great







Clinic proudly announces the
addition of Dr. Billy P'Pool to
our medical staff in the family
practice capacity.
Dr. P'Pool is the son of Mr.
& Mrs. Daniel "Willie" P'Pool
of Hopkinsville, Kentucky. He
graduated from Hopkinsville
High School in 1957; he then
served in the Arniy where he
acquired training as an X-Ray
Technician. Upon his
discharge he worked as a
registered technician at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital and completed his
BA degree at Murray State
University in 1970. He then
worked as a technician at Nor-
ton-Children's Hospital in
Louisville where he earned his
M.D. degree from the Univer-
sity of Louisville School of
Medicine in 1974.
Dr. P'Pool entered the U. S.
Public Health Service, with
the rank of Senior Assistant in
1974 and served an internship
at USPHS Hospital in New
Orleans. He has been in
general practice in Cadiz,
Kentucky since July 1975. -
lie is Married to the former
Laurel Parker of Murray and
they have two children,
William (Billy), age 11 and
Mark, age 8. They are mem-
bers of the Methodist Church
and will soon be residing in
Murray.
Dr. P'Pool's office is located
at the In-Service Room in the
Murray-Calloway County
Emergency Room Section. To
see Dr. P'Pool:
REGISTER at the Business
Office of the Hondon Mc-
Devitt Clinic at the Con-
valescent Division of Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Use 803 Poplar Street en-
trance.
TELEPHONE: Dr. P'Pool
May be reached for ap-
pointments by dialing the
clinic-number-MT-IMO.
Final rites for Jack (Uncle
Jack) Spiceland, age 77, 300
Woodlawn, Murray, Were held
this morning at ten o'clock at
The chapel of the J. H. Chur-
chill Funeral Home with the
Rev. John Bradley and the
Rev. Dr. James Fisher of-
ficiating.
Active pallbearers were
Neale Sykes, Dale Sykes,
Ronnie Hutson F rank--
_Maddox, Eddie Stone, and
Don Gilbert. Honorary
pallbearers were Dick Orr,
Harmon Whitnell, John
Lovins, and Joe Bill Todd.
Burial was in the Wofford
Cemetery in Stewart County,
Tenn. —
Mr. Spiceland, owner of
Jack's Standard Station and a
member of the Bethel United
Methodist Church, died
Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Born December 21.
1899, he was the son of the late





sister, Mrs. Minnie Sykes,
Murray; brother, Lathan
Spiceland, Dover, Tenn.;
three nephews, Boyd Hern-
don. Cleo Sykes. and L. A.
Sykes; two nieces, Mrs. Mary





families were delivered food
this past week,-by the CETA
workers..
These families, had been
unable to - get in and out
because of bad roads, snow, or
health problems.
The senior citizens office
took their orders by phone and
purchased the groceries. Alan
Blaustein Senior Citizens
director, went with Charlie
McKenney in a four-wheel
vehicle to deliver them.
Each of the families paid for




Regular services will be
held at the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church on "Sunday.
January 30, with the pastor,
the Rev. Lawson Williamson
as the speaker at eleven a.m.
and 6:45 p.m. .
Raymond Matlieny, deacon
of the week, will assist in the
morning services. Special
music will be a solo, "Because
He Lives," by Tommy Scott.
The Adult choir, directed by
Scott, will sing "All In The
Name of Jesus" with Mrs.
Scott at the piano and Mrs.
Jim Neale at the organ.
The Youth Choir will meet
at 5:30 p.m.. for practice and
will sing in the evening service
at which time Tommy and
' Susie Scott will present
special music.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m., Church Training at six
p.m, and the Deacons, will
meet at six p.m.
- Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mrs. Pat Dalton, Mrs.
Bett.L...,Gentry, and Mrs.
Gladys Williamson.
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger -&
Times by First of Michigan. Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
Heublein Inc 294 -
McDonald' Corp 45 +
Ponderosa Systems . ....... unc
Kimberly Clark 42 +
Union Carbide 58 +4
W.R. Grace WAS +
Texaco 214 +%
General Elec 53 +4
GAF Corp 12% +".
Georgia Pacific 344 unc
Kiser  +
Jun Walters We +%
Kieich 15 +42
Disney 41 -4
Franklin Mint 244, +4
Prices of stocks of local interest at nom
today furnished to the Ledger & limes by
I. M. Simon Co. are as follows:
Indus. Av.  +3.24
very appreciative of this_
service, Blaustein said.
Juke Robert 0. Miller's
office reported that four of the
five families called his office
that same day to thank him.
This is the first time in
Judge Miller's memory that
weather conditions have
required this sort of effort,
Blaustein added.
NAME OMITTED
The name of William Smith
was not included in the list of
students on the honor roll in
the seventh grade at Murray
Middle School submitted for
publication in the Murray
Ledger & Times on January




The Poplar Spring Baptist
Church church bus will make
its .usual run on Sunday
January 30, weather per-
mitting, according to church
officials.
Sunday School will be at ten
a. m., worship at eleven a. m.
and 6:30 p. m., and Training
Union at 5:30 p.m.
The church pastor is the
Rev. Lloyd Perrin, the song
director is Paul Henderson,
the organist is Hazel Jean





The Rev. Dr. William P.
Mullins Jr., will speak at the
9:45 a. m. worship services on
Sunday Jarman), 30 at the.
Story's Chapel United
Methodist Church and at the
eleven a. m. services at the
South Pleasant Grove Church.
"The Good Samaritan" will
be the subject of the morning
sermon topic with the
scripture from Luke 10, 25-37.
This will be the first of a series
of sermons on The Parables.
At South Pleasant Grove the
church choir, directed by Mrs.
L. D. Cook, Jr., with Mrs. Otte
Erwin as organist and Tommy
Gaines as pianist, will sing
"Peace Be Still."
Dr. Mullins will speak at six
p m. at South Peasant Grove
and will begin a series on "The
Ten Commandments" with
-the'scripture from Exodus 20,
Airco 304 -4
Am. Motors 44 unc
Ashland Oil We +3,4
AT&T C34 -4
Ford Motor  604 -4
Gen. Dynamics We +
Gen. Motors 75 -4








Western Union 19 4










The Oak Grove CumeLsrid
esbyterian Church located
on the Calloway-Marshall
County Line on Highway 783,
Penny-Airport Road, will
show the Billy Graham film,
"For Pete's Sake* on Sun-
day, January 30, at seven p:
m.
The public is invited to
attend, a church spokesman
said.
Speaker at the eleven a. m.
worship services on Sunday
will be Charles Westfall.




The Cherry Corner Baptist
Church, located four miles
south of Murray on Highway
121, New -Concord Road, will
show the 'Billy Graham film,
"His Land," at the church on
Sunday, January 30, at.six p.
m.
The public is invited to
attend the film showing and
also to attend the worship
services at eleven a. m. and
seven p. m. and Sunday School
at ten a. -m. on Sunday, a
church spokesman said.
Pastor of the church is the
Rev. Dr. Paul Welch.
THE GEMINI GROUP—Lett to right, top, Holly Ulrich, Skip Hamra, Johnny
 Cannon,




Hamra has played the role
of Norman in the Market
House Theatre production of
"Star Spangled Girl" and in
the future will play the role of
Richard in "Lion in Winter"
and Buddy in "Come Blow
Your Horn."
Ken Thomas will return in
the role of Moses. He played
the role for 75 performances in
1970. Thomas will also repeat
his Market House role of Alan
in "Come Blow Your Horn"
and will play Andy in "Star
Spangled Girl," King Hetiry in
"Lion in Winter," and Paul in
"Marriage Go-Round."
Grey Hurt, also a member
of the original cast, will play
the role of the Scribe, the
learned one. He played the
lead role in the Gemini
production of "The Last of the
Red Hot Lovers." Upcoming
roles Will include the role of
Geogrey in "Lion in Winter."
Gil Hopson played the role
of the court physician in the
original production and will
• portray Seti thePharoah, the
father of Rameses. He will be
seen as Philip, King of France
In "Lion in Winter."
Rev. Suitor Will
Speak Here Sunday
The Rev. Joseph Suitor of
Princeton will be the guest
spákir M lhe 10:4.5 a. m.
worship services on Sunday,
January 30, at the First
Presbyterian Church, Main
and 16th Streets, Murray.
"The Christian Pilgrimage"
will be the subject of the
sermon with the scripture
from Genesis 12:1-4, Hebrews
11:13-16, and Matthew 16:21-
26.
Kathy Mowery will direct
the choir and Jim Wright will
be the pianist. Sunday School
will be at 9:30 a. m. and the
nursery will be open. _
Sunday at six p. m. a chili
supper will be held for the
church congregation.
Announcements were made
of adult choir rehearsals on
Wednesday at 6:45 p. m. and
.the American Diabetic
Association meeting Thursday
at seven p. m. at the church.
Sunday Singing To
Be At Scotts Grove
The Blood River Baptist
Association will have its Fifth
Sunday Singing on Sunday,
January 30, at 1:30 p. m. at the
Scotts Grove Baptist Church,
located just north of Murray
on U. S. Highway 641.
Leland H. Peeler, director,







IOur Stock Is Personally Hand
Picked by Tom& Debbie Williams
Dixieland Shopping Center
753-9668
Tommy 8. Debbie Williams Owners
'(Continued from Page 1)
Lee Ann Hall, Ftameses'
Queen Nerfertiri, also serves
as the group's costume
mistress and has done an
excellent job of adapting the
original costufnes to the
present cast. She was a
featured performer at
Kaintuck Territory and will be
seen as Queen Eleanor of
Aquitaine in "Lion in Winter,"
Sophie in "Star Spangled
Girl" and Katrin in "Marriage
Go-Round."
Holly Ulrich serves the
group as production assistant.
She will understudy the role of
the queen and will play the
role of Alaise in "Lion in
Winter."
The group may be seen at
two performances Sunday,
Jan. 30, at the Union Ridge
Methodist Church in Aurora.
The performances will begin
at 3p. In. and 7 p. m.
Hog Market
Federal Site Market News Service
January MI, 1977
Kentuck7 Purchme Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 718 Ea. 1300 Barrows
Guts m40 .75 higher Sows Meady -
mostly 1.00 higher
US 1-2 300-330 041.00-41.29 few 41.50






US 1-3 270-35011m 831.00-32.00
US 1-3300-400 He. 931.00-32.0e
US 1-3 450460 lte. $32.00-33.00 few 33.50
US 3-3 300480 lbs. pAssalas
Boars 1710.30.00
The Murray lions Club, in the regular meeting on
Tuesday evening at the Murray Woman's Club House,
expressed special appreciation to Radio Station WNBS-
WAAW for the radio time donated without charge for
the recent radio auction. Dr. and Mrs. Glenn C Wilcox
and Mr. and Mrs. Loal D. Cole were guests of the club
and Mn. Cole is pictpred receiving a plaque from Club
President Tom Shirley in recognition of the cooperation
and assistance of the radio station. The donation of air
time made the successful auction possible, enabling the
Lions Club to render greater service to the community.
Speaker for the club meeting was District Governor
Codie L Caldwell of Murray who reviewed the activities
of the District during the year and challenged the club









*HANG TEN•ORIENT EXPRESS•MAD MAN
•MALE•JANDY•ELDERADO•FADED GLORY
Mr. i's of Benton
Your Complete Men's Store
10-9 Mon.-1-5 Sun.
--- Jerry Key. Owaer






to run a newspaper
The Murray Ledger and Times proudly
presents...the people who make possible the
newspaper which you read every day. This is the
first in a series to acquaint you with our staff.
Mrs. J. B. (Jo) Burkeen, Local Scene Editor and
staff writer, has been associated with the Murray
Ledger & limes since August 1946 when she was
employed as bookkeeper for the newspaper
which at that time was a weekly.
The newspaper changed to daffy publication in
June 1947, and • Mrs. Burkeen continued as
bookkeeper and later added the duties of
women's page editor and proofreader.
In October 1954 prior to the birth of her son,
Dennis Bryant, Mrs. Burkeen continued as
women's page editor working at het home until
October 1957 when she refinguished her duties
prior to the birth of her daughter, Patsy Jo (now
Mrs. Grant Black). Her husband, J. B., has been
with the Murray Division of the Tappan Com-
pany since August 1,1946.
Mrs. Burkeen became women's page editor
again in 1960 still working at home. In the fall of
1963 she started working in the news depart-
ment-of the daily paper, and has continued in
that position.
She is a graduate of Murray Training School and
attended Murray State College for two years. She
is a member of the first Baptist Church, Twin
Lakers Good Sam Camping Club, and the Theta
Department of the Murray Woman's Club. She is
the daughter of Mrs. Dixie Workman and the late
John Workman of Murray.
Rita Elkins is the person behind the voice that
youll usually hear when you call the Murray
Ledger and Times office.
Rita is the receptionist here, and also takes care
of most of the classified advertising. She is a
graduate of Murray High School, and is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Wilson. She has
been married to Randy Elkins for 1% years, and
has been employed at the Murray Ledger and
Times since July, 1974. She is a member of the
Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ.
lames Stom is the composing room foreman at
the Murray Ledger and Times, and is in charge of
page make-up and ad building, as well as main-
taining the computerized typesetting equipment
Stom began work in \ February, 1971, working
part time in the mail room and part time in the
• composing room. He is a 1970 graduate of
Calloway County High School, and the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Aubrey Stom. He has been married to
the former Sally Cope for TA years. He is a mem-
ber of Owens Chapel Baptist Church.
As the composing room foreman, Stom is
directly responsible for making sure the ad-
vertising in the paper goes on the proper page,
and is also responsible for overseeing the news
copy that is built around the ads on each page.
